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Fore~ord 
In behalf of the model fraternity, we would like to· thank 

Lieut. H. W. Alden for his splendid work in organizing the ac
tivities of the Junior N. A. A. He was the man behind the four 
recent National Contests, and also promoted the American end of 
the Wakefield compe t ition. Lieut. Alden also fornrulated the 
present N. A. A. model airplane rules, which are now accepted 
almost universally. He is a model builder of very long stand
ing, and his only regret now is that the organizing activities 
of the game keep him from the building end. He has had to go 
through many discouraging periods, sacrificing a great deal of 
his time am. money to make model aeronautics a hobby par excel
lence. 

To our over-border and over-seas friends: we are sure that 
you have many men of similar calibre among you, who hide their 
personal lights behind some organization, and who work late in
to t~ night so that you and I can enjoy the next contest day 
with the minimum of technical restrictions. We hope that you 
will give them your full support and encouragement. The future 
of the game depends upon ~hese leaders who make many sacrifices 
for our hobby, without thought of monetary return. 

It would have been impossible to prepare a book of this 
size in such a short time as four "high-pressure" months if it 
were not for the whole-hearted cooperation of the contributors. 
It would also have been quite impossible to produce this book 
at such low cost if it were not for their generosity in giving 
their material without expecting any reembursement. We work on 
a close financial margin, and the best that we can do at pres
ent is to welcome them tQ the membership of the distinguished 
group of past c ontrib~tors, and to present them with a compli
mentary copy of the Year Boo,k, just as long as it is published. 
You can show your appreciation to them by using their ideas and 
by writing to them in care of the Year Book telling how their 
designs or their ideas h eve worked for you. 

Sincere thanks are also due to Dave Hecht for his work in 
proof-reading, correcting, and typing, as well as helping us to 
pass the time pleasantly while we were rather detached from the 
rest of the world. We are also indebted to J. P. Glass for his 
valuable advice and proof-reading of the technical chapters. We 
still blush when we remember some slips that almost sneaked in
to the book. 

In closing, we wish to thank the past readers for making 
the continuance of these Year Books possible by their subscrip
tions. A glance through the book will show that we are making 
rapid stride s towards true scientific designing. Although we 
practically have drained our note book, we are sur~ that the 
coming year will bring many new and startling discoveries. The 
size of this year's book should convince the most sceptical 
tnat it pays u~ all to contribute our ideas, as the more we 
know, the greater are the horizons of model knowledge that un
fold before us. 

January, 1937 
New York City 

Frank Zaic 



T HEORY 

LOW SPEED AERODYNAMICS 

The goal of the c0ntest model builder is to have his models re 
main in the air for the longest possible time. To obtain maximum 
duration from the pure merits of the model, he nrust know just how 
the air acts on moqels at their relatively low speeds. By knowing 
just how the air behaves at low speeds he can pattern his model to 
conform to a shape most efficient for l6w speeds. The results of 
such procedure will be the possibility of flying models very econom
ically, which in turn will prolong their limited power. 

Although interest in low speed aerodynamics is expressed by most 
model builders, very little testing has been done. However, the de
sire for facts is spreading, and several clubs are constructing slOY 
speed wind tunnels. It is quite possible that by next year we will 
have some positive results. Until then, we can only review the 
present thought about the subject. 

It might be mentioned he~e that a great deal can be le~rned a
bout low speeds from early Aerodynamics books, dated from 1900 to 
1914. Unfortunately, most of the formulas were assumed for speeds 
over 30 miles per hour. The real low speed tests (2-10 miles per 
hour) are presented as comparisons, to show that certain laws do not 
hold to specific bounds throughout the whole range of speeds. 

One of the best proofs that we cannot accept the present airfoil 
chart values for model work; without modifications, is presented by 
the followi-Q.g photographs from an article appearing in the Journal of 
Aeronauticar Sciences, Aug., 1936, prepared by H. C. H. Townend, Na t
iona l Physical Laboratory, England. The light lines s howing the air 
flow are streams of electrically heated air which were photo{!~raphed 

through the use of certain optical properties of heated air. 

1 • •• • Increa si ng air speed ------+ 



In Photograph 1. the airfoil is at zeru degrees a ngle of attac k . 
The close spacing of the spark dots shows that the air spe ed is com
paratively s low. In this position the lift of the airfoil i s smal l . 
You all know that to increase the lift, the angle o f attack (t h e 
angle b e twe e n the airfoil and the airflow) must be increas e d , anrJ 
that the g r eater t he angle, the g reater is the lift . Howev er , there 
is a n end to .t his hap py c on incid ence . After u certain angle i s reach· 
ed, t h e a ir r e fu ses to flow s moothly (see Phot ograph 2.), and it 
spills over the leading edge and b ec omes turbulent. When suc h a c on
diti on arises t he lift drops off, and c onseque ntly the plane s talls 
becaus e the re is no t enough lift t o keep i t up. The stalling 8ngl e 
depends upon t he air speed and also upon the airfoil. 

In Photograph 2. we see the a irfoil in a sta~~ed p o s ition. The 
air sp e ed i s the same as that in Photog raph 1 . Not e t~ e low a ngle 
of attack and also the r olling a c tion of the eir behind the win g . I n 
this position the effect o f the upper camber is lo s t and we can only 
depend upon the lower surface to lift. It woul d be very unwi~e to 
try to pull the wing through the air in this co nditi on , as the power 
neces3ary t o ove rc ome the d ra~ of the turbulent ai r wouJ d be tremen-
dous. 'fhis might explAin why certain models with impr oper line-up 
refuse to gain a ltitude no ma tter how much p owe r is applied. 

Photo ror aph 3. show s the airfoil at the same a ng le of at tac k as in 
Photograph 2 ., but with the air spe e d increased. Notice how the bur
bling or s t a lling air has straight e ned out, and so has restored t he 
lift of the upper camber. From this illustration we can se e that a 
high ~peed plane c en fly at higher angles of attack than ~ l ow speed 
job, without stalling. Photos 4., 5., and 6 . amul ify the principle. 

Spec ial note should be made o f the fact that by judgine from the 
spacing of the spar k dot~, the air ~pe~d in Photoe raphs 5. and 6 . is 
about thre e times that o f Photographs 1 . and 2. Als o note that the 
s118le of attack is 10° in Pho tograph 2 ., 18° in Photo graph 4 ., a nd 
28 in Pho t ogr aph 6. 

It has also been proved that the lift coeffic ient is mu c h ~mall
er 8t l ow speeds thsn at high . Therefore we can as s ume airfoil 
characterist i cs f o r mode ] work to be 8ppr oximately a3 ~hown in Fif$.A 
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The drag will ulso be found to be actually greater for models 
than that calculated from the st andard drag coefficients. rhis can 
also be explained by the photographs. Since the drag is the result 
of disturbing the airfl ow, and t he airflow is easily disturbed at 
low speeds, the drag coe fficients are much greater for low speeds 
than for higher speed5. See Fig. B. for the coefficient difference 
and elso Fig. A. which shows the drag curve assumed for model work. 

These proofs should convince the most scepticsl that it pay~ to 
streamline a t low speed. We should not use the record list a3 a ba
sis for an argument against streamlining as the record flights were 
almost all made with the aid of thermal currents. Wnat we want is a 
much higher average flight. The chances of getting a ten minute 
flight are about 1 in 50, and a five minute flight, about 1 in 20. 
The odds are getting better yenr by year, as we psy more heed to low 
speed aerodynamics. 

Just where does t he drag come in on all this? Well, the point 
1.s that ·if, for example, it requires 2. oz. of thrust to fly a model, 
~t - least one oz. of t h is thrust is used up in overcoming the drag of 
the fuselage, landing gear, and tail. If we did not have ell theee 
things, it would be possible to fly the model twice as long for the 
1ame power, thereby doubling our duration in calm air, as well as 
doubling our chances of catching a thermal. With this in mind, let 
us remember how the airflow behaves at low speeds, so that we may 
pattern the mouel to conform to the shap e most suitable for low dr&g. 

The best possible s h ape for each part, as well as the effect of 
streamlining on stabi l ity, will be considered under their own head
iMs. 
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ADDITIONAL AIRFOIL SECTIONS may be found in N.A.C.A. Reports 
·Noe. 93, 124, 182, 244, 286, 315, and 460. These reports m~y be 
seen in your library or be puroba.eed on appl1oat1on to the --
Superintendent of Dooumente,---Government Printing Offioe, --
Washington, D.C. For further information write to the National 
Advisory Cormnitte for Aeronaut.ioe, Navy Building, Washington, D.C. 
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AIRF·OILS 
The first step in designing a contest model is t o decide upon 

the size desired. Aft e r t h i s is done an approximation of the weight 
~hould be made. From the weight estimate, the area of the wing 
should be determined. Before the fin a l decision is made, remember 
that t he performance of the model d~pends a great deul upon its wing 
loading, so crowd in as much areQ as the rules allow. The next and 
perhaps the most important step is to ~ele c t the 8irfoil. 

Since airfoils stall at lower angles, at low speeds, we must se
lect a section that has sufficient lift at low angles o f attack. 
The sections having th i s quality are those whose thickne ss exc eeds 8'f, 
of the chord and whose lower porti o ns are flat or undercambered (con
cave). Although lift i n c reases with an increuse in thickness, an ex
cessive increasa in drag and other disadvantages become evident with 
the use of section of over 15fo chord thickne ss, at low speeds. A 
thickness of 12% of the cho rd seems to be the best compromise. 

_,a.PP',, am 22~ 

One way of increasing the lift wi thout the addition of too nruch 
drag is to use an undercambered airfoil. The reason that the under
CBJnbered section develops more lift than a similar section with a 
flat bottom is that the airflow acts at a greater angle against tme 
lower portion of the airfoil. See Fig. 1. Thus we can increase the 
angle of attack of the lower portion of the airfoil, without increas
ing the angle of the upper portion. (Remember that it is the air go
ing over the upper camber which burbles at high angles of attack.) 
This increase of lift becomes especially promi nent at angles greater 
than o0 . Since we usually set the airfoil at about 3° positive we can 
use the under camber advantageously. The undercamber. may be quite 
deep, but we nrust keep in mind that too much of it will cause apprec
iable drag by the edd1 behind the leading edge. See Fig. 2. From 
this diag r am we c an se e that the hi~hly undercamberad section should 
have t he maxinrum height at about 40~ of the chord to minimize the ed
dy tendencies . The under cambered sections have a greater center of 
pressure trave l and a lso a lower lift-drag ratio. However, these 
points shoul d not be used as criterions in selecting the uirfoil. 
What we want is enough l ift, even at the expense of a bit of addi
tional drag (which is very small in comparison with the rest of the 
model). The center of pressure travel is taken core of by the abnor
mal size o f stabilizer used on models. 

Every so often someone asks why a stable section like an M-6 
should not be used instead of an RAF 32. Then the fact that the RAF 
32 lifts a s much at o0 , as the M- 6 does at 7° is pointed out. "But 
why don't you set the M-6 at 7tJ and get the same lift as t he RAF 32, 
and get the advantages of a more stQble section?" --Well, the fal
lacy here is that most sections stall within a few degrees of each 
other. The M- 6 with 70 setting will stall much sooner than the RAF 
32. For example; if the M-6 stalls at 200 it has 13° leeway, and if 
the RAF 32 stalls at 18° it has 18° leeway. These figures, by the 
way, are for full size work. The stalling angle is much lower for 
model $izes-- possibly half of the above figures, and the leeway is 
~hat much smaller. 
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In choosing the airfoil, the structura l requirements of the par
ticular model nrust be kept in mind. The best airfoil i5 useless if 
the wing does not keep its shape, or if it breaks at the slightest 
.'Collision. In fact, all the advantages of th~ fi nes t airfoil can be 
spoiled by poor balance, improper incidence, and high total drag. 

After considering structural requirement~ of airfoils, the fol
lowing standard sections will be found suitable for model work: RAF 
32, Eiffel 400, U. s. 358, Gottingen 392, Eiffel 431, Gott. 496, 
Gott. 529, ISA 923b, and Clark Y. (Also see sections developed by 
model builders.) The specific recommendation is made under the 
individual report. On these reports you will also find t~ approx
imate value s for model work. Use them and check t heir accuracy. 

The Editor believes that the best practical section is the RAF 
32 which was introduc ed to use on models by him several ·gears ago. 
Its characteristics are very good, BS it has all the desirable poin12. 
It may be used in thinner or thicker form for light or heavy models. 
The Eiffel 400 almost matches it in characterigtics, but the thin 
trailing edge, and the comparatively high leading edge place it sec
ond. 

Airfoil Characteristics Charts 

Airfoil characteristics charts show the wind tunnel results, 
translated so that they can be used for power plan.es and gliders. 
Eventually we will have such cherts for model work, and therefore a 
short summary of the chief curves wil l give an inkling as to what 
they are all about, to those who do not know how to u se them. The 
curve labeled CL shows tt~ coefficient of lift at different angles 
of attack. Note that the slope of the graph is almost the same for 
all airfoils. The only difference is that the curves cross the oo 
line at different points. Notice that the airfoils chosen for model 
work have this line quit e high. The higher this crossing, the better 
the section, providing that it is not to o thick. The termination of 
the upward trend just before t he slope downward indicate s that the 
section has reached its maximum lifting point, and that it is close 
to ~he burbling point if not actually in it. This st~lling po int 
occurs sooner at low speeas, and also occurs slightly sooner for high 
aspect rations. The method of using lift graph for calcul a tions is 
as shown in the example. 

The next curve is the CD line. This shows the drag values at 
different angles of attack. For best results this line should be as 
close to the .00 mark as possible, providing tha t the section has e 
nough lift. The CD line is the result of two kinds of drag, t he para
sitic and the induced. Parasitic drag is that par t of the resistance 
which is caused by moving objects disturbing the airflow. It is the 
drag with which we are all familiar when streamlining is t a lked about. 
The induced drag is evident mostly on incl ined planes such as wings 
and tail surfac es . I t is caused by the airflow f r om the compressed 
air ares unde r the airfoil into the rarefi e d upper portion. See Fig. 
3. At the tips this equalizing fluw is especially g re a t. The degree 
dep~nds upon the size of the tip. The large r and blunter tips will 
have a greate r flow, whil e the small and gradually tapered tip will 
have a comparatively small s pill- over wi th consequent smaller dis
turbance of t he air. The dra5 is calculated a s shc:mn. (The topic of 
induced drag brings ,us right into the Aspect Rati o question, but a.s 
we are on chart reaqing, t h e Aspect Rat io will b e di scuss ed later.} 

The curves that remain are the C. P. (center of pressure) and the 
L/D (the lift divided by the drag). The C. P. line s hows the center 
of all lifting components at the particular angle. For example, in 
the airfoil shown, the center of lift at zero degrees is 45% behind 
the leading edge. 
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The lift over drag ratio is an indicator of how much th0 lift is 

greater than the drag. Remember the L/ D l ine should not be the only 
deciding f~ctor in the selecti on of a n airfoil. 

The forrrrulas u sed to calculate lift and drag are as follows, as 
per the N. A. C. A. reports: 

-U -10 -1 -6 - 4' -2 O 2 IJ 6 g 10 U 1, 16 11 2D & 

LIFT FORMULA 

Lift (in lbs.)~ CL .E S V2 
e 

DRAG FORMULA 

Drag (in lbs.)= CD~ S V2 

2 
CL= Lift Coefficient 
CD= Drag Coeff1 cient 
p Density of air . 00237 

(at 1 50C & 760mm 
Surface area in sq.ft. 
Air Speed in Ft. Sec. 

EXAMPLE 
To find lift and drag of a 
wing whose area is 8 sq . ft ., 
sec tion Gott . 497 at 20 pos . 
Air speed 20mph ( Z9.o3 ft.sec.) 

Lift =.7 X . 001185 X 8 X 29 . 332 
Ans, 5.268~ lbs. 

Drag = . 045 X . 001185 X 8 X 29 . 332 

Ans •• 35697888ffi@ lbs, 

When we hav~ ch2rts for low spe ed work, we will b e ab l~ to find 
out the minimum speed at which t.t,.e w1n~ will lift the weight of the 
model. The calculation of total drag csn be based on this speed , 
and once the drag is known, · the proper d~sign of the propeller can 
be easily s elected. When we will make models in this way, we really 
will be able to sa~ • ithout blushin~ that we desiRn modeis . 
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Aspect Ratio 

Aspect Ratio seems to be the favorite topic of most writers. 
The only difficulty is that some recommend high aspect ratio and 
others recommend low. Sometimes opposite recommendations appear in 
the same issue of a magazine, which is rather confusing, to say the 
least. Wel l , let's see just what aspect ·ratio is , ~nd how it affects 
the wing efficiency. 

Aspect ratio is the ratio expreseed by dividing the span by the 
average chord. Its effect upon the wing's efficiency, is that it 
determines the size of the tip whorls and other whorls caused by the 
pres sure differential between the upper and lower cambers. A low 
aspect rati o wing will naturally cause greater tip losses than a 
high aspect ratio wing. These losses result in less lift and great
er drag. The dr ng is called induced drag, and has been described be
fore. 

T/P /1P-tJ"/C£S 
4W TAPE~» J"/P.S 

As previously mentioned, the drag shown on a. regular airfoil re
port is composed of two parts, that due to tip losses; induced drag, 
and the profile drag which is due to the friction of the airflow 
by the passing wing. The formul a for induced drag is: 

Induced Drag a CL2 

rr x Aspect Ratio 

As can be ascertained from thP. formula, an increase in the 
aspect ratio decreases induced drag. From ~nis we can see that 
high aspect ratio is especially important in soaring gliders 
where the lift coefficient is ve~y high because of the thick air
foils used. On s model the lift coefficients sre comparatively low 
because of t he low air speed an1 comparatively low angles of attack, 
and the section or parasite drag is comparatively very high, also 
due to the low speed. For the reason t hat the par asite drag is more 
important in models than the induc·ed drag, it is best to reduce the 
parasite drag by using a large section, which of course with a lim
ited area means a lower aspect ratio. It is just one of the minor 
differences between models and power ships. 

The exact aspect ratio depends on the design of the mode l. If 
the model is large t he aspect ratio may be fsirly high as the air
foil is wide, but for·small designs the aspect ratio should be low 
enough to provide an airfoil shape sufficiently large for aerodynam~ 
icnl eff ec t. Judging from experience, airfoils with a chord of un
der 3" are seldom of true shape, a nd hove results npproaching flat 
plate characteristi c s . Therefore , no matter what the aspe~t ratio 
is, the tip airf oil should never be smaller than thre e inches. By 
using three inches as the min i nrum tip chord, the aspe ct ratio can be 
very easily decided upon.if the wing area is know. An as pec t ratio 
of about 7 ' to 10 will take care of most models, both in overcoming 
the torque and in prO'Viding stability. 
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MARQUARDT S-1 AIRFOIL 
Cut to shape with band or jig saw from 
balsa block. Slice off 1/16 thick sec
tions with stripper. Cut off for l e ad
ing edge s p ar according to positi on on 
the span. Cut trailing edge for taper. 
'l'he upper curve is B-7 and the lowe r :E 
as shown to provide deep camber in cen
ter, a near R.A.F. 32 near mid-way and 
a streamlined tip. Notice that there 
is $Ufficient thickness over the whole 
span. Section flown in numerous con
tests to a first place. The idea of 
using a McBride B-7 for outdoor use 
originated wi th one of the Chicago 
boys. 
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The shape of the tips should be caret~liy d~signed, especially 
on low aspect ratio designs. An elliptical outline starting at a 
distance of about twice the tip chord from the tip, is about the 
best. When makil'1.R tips, be sure that they are smooth and do not of
fer a resistance turnin~ mome nt to be overcome by the rudder. 

Aerodynamic Characteristics of Wing Tips 

It is a known fact that t h e ti ps on a tapered wing stall before 
the c enter section, and that on a straight 'wing the center portion 
stalls first. 

The tip etall on a tapered wing is e xplained by the fact that on 
such wings we have two extreme sizes of airfoils, the large at the 
center and the small at the tips. It is this difference in size 
that causes the early tip stall on a tapered wing. The small air
foils do not hold the airflow as we ll as the lar~er sections at high 
angle~, with a cons e quent early stall f~r the small airfoils. This 
can be substanti a ted by noting that the smaller the airfoil becomes, 
the closer it approaches the flat plate in its characteristics (the 
break of airflow a t low angles). It may be noted here that the air
flow breaks away very easily from sharp co rners, and since small 
airfoils have very little curvature, the early stall effects are es
pecially promi nent. 

The re a son that the center portion of a straight wing stalls 
first is that the tips have a rel at ive l y continuous flow of air 
from underneath the wing at al l angles. When the wing does stall, 
the overflow ove r the center bre aks away from the airflow, while the 
tips still get a fairly smooth flow from the pr e s 3ure differential, 
thereby increasing the tip stal l i ng angle. 

The question, "Why does not the s ame phenomenon hold t rue for 
tapered wings?", c an best be answer ed by noti ng that on a tapered 
wing the airfoil gradually decre ases in size, so that the tip sec
tions are comparatively small for quit e a dist anc e near the tip and 
that the pressure differential is als o small e r b ec ause of the grad
us.l taper . 

The advantages of having th e tip s s tall last are appar ent when 
w& consider that i n a st all the tip po r tion of the wing i s behind the 
C. G., and therefor e will help t o restore the modal to~ level or 
flying position. See Fig. 4. The tip~ may be washed out to decrease 
incidence and stal l later then the c ent e r s~ction, but thi.s ~ives us 
a loss of lif t . A YOO.c h better method, which has been recently intro
juced by engineer~, is to thicken the t ip ~irfoil, es pecially the 
leading edge, as shown. See Fig. 4a. Thi s provides the needed rib 
curvature f or a late stall. 

/it4..t:'IMf" ~.?> T/PS BY A 
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STABILITY 
The stabilitl of a model may be divided into several divisions: 

longitudinal or up and down" ' stability, rolling or rotating stabil
ity, and directional stability. The longitudinal stability is taken 
care of by the proper position of the c. G. and the stabilizer. The 
rolling stability is obtained by the proper dihedral and side area, 
plus the correct position of the C. G. The directional stability is 
~aken care of by having the center of side area behind the C. G., to 
enable the model to swing into the wind in case or sudden gusts. 

Longitudinal Stability and the Stabilizer 

Longitudinal stability seems to be well under control because of 
the present tendency to use large stabilizers, which keep the wing 
well within the narrow safety margin of nngle of attack, caused by 
low speed. Another present tendency is to use slightly lifting tails 
to help lower the wing loading. The lifting tail can be used to ad
vantage, providing the builder knows how to · use it. 

The area of the stabilizer may· vary a great deal without affect
ing the performance of the model, except for finer adjustments for 
smaller areas, and a slight increase of drag for larger areas. The 
present trend in stabilizer design is to use from.30% to 40% of the 
wing area for the stabilizer area. In figuring this area, the mom
ent arem the weight of the mode~, and the chord and area of the wing 
should be taken into consideration. The light model and the model 
with a 5mall chord wing may u se a smaller stabilizer because light 
models are subject to less violent dis p lacements. For heavier mod
els and for models with large chord wings, the full 40~ may be used 
to enable the tail to da..ipen out the upsetting forces. The area of 
the stabilizer is also determined by the tail moment arm. A short 
moment arm necessitates large area, whil e a long moment arm can 
stabilize the model with a much smaller s tabilizer. The size of tbl 
fuselage in front of the wing also has a slight bearing on the final 
area. The longer portion requires a larger stnbilizer to dampen out 
any possible oscillutions caused by the large inertia distance. 

The ideal stabilizer keeps the model just below the ~talling 
point and has a bigher stalling angle than the wing, to bring the 
model level without loss of altitude after the wing stalls. One way 
of raising the stalling angle of the stabilizer is to use a low as
pect ratio on the stabilizer, with the trailing edge almost straight 
and the leading edge s~ept back. In case of a lifting stabilizer, 
use an airfoil that stalls later than the wing. Wallace McBride of 
Winnepeg, Canada,. reports that tip rudders help in recovery by ~re
venting the tip airflow from spilling over the end of the ti~s ~t 
high angles of attack, thereby giving the stabilizer extra high lift 
at large angles, just when it is needed most. 

Since it is a poor practise to epproxime.te important areas, we 
would benefit a great deal if we were to forrrnlat~ a simple equation 
for the ~tabilizer area. The formula used by aeronautical engineers 
is: 

Stabilizer Area = Wing Area x Coeffici~nt x Average Chord 
Stabilizer Moment Arm 
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The coefficients vary for different d es i gns . The coefficient used 
for trans port s is about .35, while f or light planes, the coefficient 
is sometime s as rmJ.ch as .50. For model work, use 1.00 for light 
ship s and 1.35 for heavier jobs. A good p rocedure to fol l ow is to 
record the wing area, average chor d , s tabilizer area, and the moment 
arm of every model we make. If we know these f igures we can very 
e asily de te r mine the c oefficient f or later reference by using the 
following equa ti on : 

Coeff i cient r S tabilizer Are a x Moment Arm 
Wing Are a x Average Chord 

After a wh ile we wil l have a compl ete s et of coeff i c i ents for e ach 
type o f model, and also for stabilizers using different airfoils. 

Although a fl a t or syimne trical 5t ab ili~er may lift if it i s set 
at a positive angle , the p ractical d if f erence betwee n the liftine 
tail ~nd the flet or symmetrical tail is that th~ lifti n~ tail c 0n 
tributes lift and brings the C . G. back , sometimes e ven behind the 
wing , whi le for u non-lifting tail the C. G. i~ n o t more than 30% of 
the cho~d of thP. wing behind the l eading edge . 

To adjust 11 -non-l ift i ng stabil iz e r Tll(jdel, the C. G. shoulrl be 
30% of the chord be~ind t he leadin8 edge. The wing should be left 
at t his po i nt no ma tt8r how th e model flies. All the adjusting 
should be done with inci de nce s . The incidence of t he wing should be 
about 30 positive and the stabilize r should be se t nt zero, or e ve n 
slightly r) lu s , to take car e of the d ownwosh . Now if the mor1el d i ves 
with this setting , increas e the inc i dence of the wing very sli t:.htly, 
1f a. t hick wine; sect i on i s used; a nd increase t he incidence of the 
stabilizer if a thin wing sec tion is u sed . Alw ays keep in mind that 
the win~ must have enough l i ft to fly the model with th~ c. G. at 
the 30% of the chord pos i tion . As soon a s the position of t he wi ng 
is changed c omplicati ons set in ano ndjusting becomes diffi cult for 
maximum e f fic i ency. It i s quite pos sible to adjust for fair flying 
and gl i d ing by moving the wing back and forth , bu t what we want is 
the best that the mode l can do . 

The s t 21b il izing ac ti on of the non- lifting tail is shovm in Fig.5. 

The liftin~ tail carries part of the total loed of the model as 
well as providing longitud inal stability. 'I'h'? C. G. can be slmos t 
any :place behind the wing, the exact position depending upon the 
size and incidence of the stabilizer. Howe v e r , most model builders 
seem tn fav or t h e position of the C. G. just behind the trailins 
edge of the wing. To adjust f or flying this ~esign, have the ~ing 
at 3Q positive i ncidenc e and the C. G. behind the trailing ~dge , 
t hen o o all adjustin~ by varying the st ab ilizer's incidence u ntil a 
~a tis fact ory flight is obtained . 
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The sections used in t he stabilizer vary f rom symmetrical for 
non-lifting tails, to single surface cambered sections for lifting 
tails. In selec t ing airfoils for lifting tails, keep in mind the 
fact that the stabilizer may deve l op too nruch lift and keep the mod- . 
el flying low and fast, or may for ce the model int o a dive from 
which there is no recove r y . See Fig. 6 . 
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The ideal wing-tail co mbinat ion for a lifting tail mode l i s to 
have the force of the wing's lift x its moment arm, gr e ater than the 
force of the stabilizer's lift x i ts moment arm, when the angle o f 
atta~k is from negative to about 3° positive. At g reater positive 
angles, the s tabiliz er should have a larger for ce , to keep the wing 
within the safety zone. If the stabilizer's force is larger tha n 
that of the wing at angles below 3° positive, th ~ model will have a 
tendency to fly tail high, or even dive. See Fig.6~ . It is there
fore evident that the s tabilizer should .be so designed that too air
foil will have relatively little lift a t zero d e grees a ngle of at
teck. The safest sections that will fulfi l this requirement are of 
the M-6 variety. The flat bottom o r Clark Y type should b e ebout t h e 
limit in the direct ion of unde rcember. The heavily underc amb e re d 
stabilizers work we ll so long as the incidence i s positive and the 
wing is able t o take care .of i ts s ide of the l oad, but a s soon as the 
model gets int o a ne gative a ngle of attack, the undercambered sec
tions will forc e the model into a dive because of th(3ir "lift at low 
angles" charac t eristic s , which provide the stabilizer with mor e forc e 
and overbalances the wing/tail ratio. 

The above longitudinal stability suggestions will suffice if the 
model flie s on an even keel and in a st raight line, and also f or mod
els having t he thrl.1.st line at t he cen te r of drag, so that such f light 
adjustments wi l l b e the same as those in the glide. However, since 
the powe r flight i s usua lly of a c irc u l ar or spir~l t ype , the final 
flight a d justmen t depends u pon the rudder end counter torque a d just
ment. Whatever may be such adjustme n ts, keep the pos i tion of the 
wing and stabilizer fi xed and work onlv on the turn1n~ controls 
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SPIRAL ST A BIL ITV 

Dihedral and Rudder 

Most stability problems ere caused by the lack of knowledge con
cerning the forces that tend to roll (barrel roll, bank) or turn the 
model. On a stable model these forces are kept under control by the 
dihedral and rudder or fin. On an unstable model these controls are 
·usually poorl y proportioned with respect to each other. In designing 
these elements, keep in mind that they nrust remain within certain 
bounds, and that the "little extra to be on the safe side" usually 
causes most of the trouble. 

The purpose of the dihedral is to keep the model in its most ef
fective flying position. To accomplish this, it must perform a large 
variety of corrective functions, such as counteracting the torque and 
preventing excessive side slipping and banking on the turns. All of 
the.se things must be done with the minimum of dihedral, to keep the 
wing efficiency high. See Fig. 8 for comparison. 

The general impressi on among the model builders is that the di
hedral functions as in Fig. 9. This is the old theory, and does not 
explain why some models with little dihedr a l possess certain definite 
stability factors. To explain the modern theory, we must re.alize 
that the lift of the wing el ements is always perpendicular to the 
wing surface, and that the resultant of lift is passing through the 
C. G. See Fig. 10. Now i f the model is upset as shown in Fig. 11, 
the lift of the wing and the weight of the model produce a side force. 
This side force induces a side slip , so that the airflow now affects 
t h e wing as shown in Fig. 12. From this figure it c sn be easily per
ceived that the lower wing has more lift than the upper by virtue of 
its greater angle of a t tack . This tends to raise the model into a 
level position. The important point to remember here is that every 
such corrective tend ency is brought about when the model is side 
slipping, and t h at sid e slipping affects the surfaces seen in a side 
elevation of the plane. 
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1:- Place wheels b ef ore prop to save 
prop, motot and etc. when model hits 
obstructions or when it dives 

2:- To keep model in sight have wing 
transparent with clear dope and use 
color dope for outline and scallops. 

3:- Place the battery track on the 
bottom of the fuselage for low C.G. 
and easy balancing. 

4:- Use moderate thick sections. A 
thin section climbs well but the glide 
is poor. A thick section is slightly 
slower but it glides rrruch better. 
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Erfect of a High Fin on Stebility 

Another method of obtaining stability is to mount the wing on a 
fin. The stability is obtained when the model side slips, because 
this fin area exerts a leveling force as shown in Fig. 13. However, 
it is not as effe~tive as the · normal dihedral which makes use of the 
lift t~ bring the model level. The high fin may be used, in which 
case the dihedral mey be decreased, but not entirely eliminated. 
When using a fin, remember tha·t it acts as a rudder also, so be sure 
to check its position before eve!Y flight. 

Torque and Dihedr~l 

The torque of the motor is the most upsetting force with which we 
nrust cont end. It actually transfers the wing loading, so that one 
wing must lift more than the other. See Fig. 14., If the wing is per
fectly lined up, and the rudder and thrust line are set at neutral, 
the only counter-torque element is the dihedral. The action of the 
dihedral is as follows; the torque causes. the model to roll into a 
side slip. As the wing side slips, it produces more lift on one side 
and the dihedral tends to straighten out the model. The torque roll 
continues, however, until the wing produces enough extra lift to e
qualize the torque force, thereby producing a balance. The reason 
that the model now circles is because the lower wing has rrruch more 
drag due to its higher angle of attack. The danger of controlling 
the torque by only this method is that the rubber torque is so vari
able that the initial force might be so large that it will ovsrcome 
the dihedral counter-torque force, and force the model into a spiral 
dive. There are other mearui of applying counter-torque, but they all 
depend upon having the affected wing produce more lift. The manner 
in which this is accomplished will be discussed in a later paragraph. 
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So f'ar, we lmow tha t the only time t hat the d ihedral come s int c, 
play is when we get a side slip and a c ons equ ent side airflow. Th is 
side airflow affects the side of the mode l, and the re8c ti on of the 
model depends u pon the manner in which the s ide ar e a i s proportione d 
around the center of gravity. It is appare nt that if the areas are 
balanced nothing will happen, but the moment that the ba+ance is dis
turbed, the side that has the mos t area wi l l tend t o s wing into its 
least resistanc e position. See Fig. 16. For our purp ose, it is best 
to have the tai l portion of greater area s o t hat the model will tend 
to po i nt into the airflow wheneve r a side gu s t occurs. However, it 
nrust not be too great or the wing will have but a small chance to re
cov e r by the dihedral-side slip effect, sinc e the tail portion will 
alway s b e try ing t o p o int the mod e l i n to t h e newly formed airflow, 
and s o eliminate the ne ede d side f low for t he dihedral t o take effec~ 
The i deal situation i s that in wh ich a slight side slip does not af
fect the side ar e a pr oportion . 

Rud der 

In a side gust or cr oss wind t h e model with a small rudder will 
b e turned so a s t o fly with the wind: and the model with a large rud
der will point into the wind. Of t he two, the large rudder is prefer
able , a s a gust i3 liab l e t o upse t the small rudder model while it is 
turning. See Fig. 1 6 . I n a side slip with its accompanying side 
airflow, the model with a small rudder will tend to increase the side 
slip by having the tail portion dr op. It is also pos s ible that such 
lowering of the tail porti on will increase the angle of attack to a 
sta lling p osi tion in wh ich c a se the entire model will be out of con
trol. The l arge r rudder model will tend to fe.ce the side ai1;flow, 
preventing the model f r om s ide slipping, and banking it instead. How
ever , r e member that th e rolling tendency due to the torque is still 
~res e nt an d continues to produce the side slip, forcing the model in
to a tight b anking c ircle, with a consequent spiral dive. A rudder 
of the c orr ec t area will allow the wing to have a slight side slip, 
and when tha t i s e xc eed ed, .will bank it into a slipping turn. See 
Fig. 17. 
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Size of the Rudder and Dihedral 

It i s a rather difficult proposition at this time to give an ex
act means of finding the correct dihedral angle and the rudder area, 
as the effectiveness of the various parts 13 unknown. The only meth
od is to approximate as closely es possible from experience, and then 
to watch the performance of the model, noting its actions. If we can 
tell which forces are dominating the situation, it is then a simple 
matter to make the necessary corrections, if something is wrong .. 
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l f the r u dd er aren or the s rea beh ind t he C. G. i s too large or 
if the dihedral is too small, a side gust wil l tend to t urn the model 
int o the wind . As it turns , the out side wing travels faster and pro 
duces more lift with a '1:.0n se quent b ank. The moment the wing banks, 
we ge t a s id e slip i n whi ch the whole side of the model is 8ffected . 
The g r eater .s i de a r ea behind the C. G. noses the model s till furthe r 
into the benk, and thi~ i s f ollowed by mor e side sl ippin~ until e ven
tually the model is in a vertical turn, and final ly a t ight spiral 
dive . The abov e cyc l e may als o be started by se t ting the rudde r f or 
a sharp turn, which is almos t e qu ival en t to the side gust effec t. 
Torqu e also rolls t he shi p into a side slip. The conclusion that may 
be drawn i s that if t he c ~nter of ~ide are a i s too fa r behind the 
C. G. and the dihedral is small, the mode l wi ll be very u ns t abl e or 
e asily affect ed by s id e ai rflO'oN s , snd in gre at d anger of sp inning. 
The cure for this is to d·€cre as e the rudder are a or the side area be
hind the C. G. ~r to inc rease the dihedra l . 

With the present t ende nc y to make all controlling surfaces ext ra
large, it is unltke l y thr.t t he rud de r aren will ever be to o small , or 
the Ce nt er of Side Are a in f r ont of the C. G. However, if t he model 
tends to benk on~ way , and then the other, or if it slips from side 
to s i dR, th e indications are that the aihedral must be too large or 
that the sid e area is just on or is in front of t he C. G. Check the 
side area posit i on , a nd if it i s behind the C. G. de cre ase the dihed
ral, end if it is in front of the C. G., increa9e the rudder are a . 

Po sition and Shap e of the Rudder 

It has b e en n o ted tha t the r ud der h as a powe rful effect and that 
it s h ould be s o pla ced and shaped s o t hat i ts ac t i on wLll be gradual 
I f the rudde r is of h i gh aspe c t Tatio and placed above or be l ow the 
fusel age , the slighte st s i de nlrf l ow will ·t.e nd to upset the model. 
Of the two, the u pper position is preferable, as it tends t o ke ep the 
model on an even ke e l, while the lower de sign tends t o overturn the 
model. The logical solution t o t he pr oblem is to make the rudd8r of 
low aspect r a ti o , and to divi de the area above and below the fuselage 
as s hown i n Fig. 19 . 

c---~ 
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Round o r e l liptica l fuselages offer comp ara t ive l y sm all r e sist ance 
when expose d t o the s i d e airf low and the y are no t very effective with 
res pe c t t o side ar ea contro l. In suc h c ases, it iB r econunend,ed that 
fins b e macle ~n t ho fro nt of the fuselage and that t he rudder; be mad e 
a s ~hown, i n F i g . 20 . In a side sl i p , such an arrang ement wiJl tend 
to slow aown th~ slid inp, moti on e.nrl ols o pre sent forces of similar 
stre ngt h, due t o the f l at fins in the f r ont and Fe ar. 

Tw in Rudders 

Tw i n rud ct i:< r~ S"'"' UI to be d . 
possible that t k9y ~ ;re mor ; :;;~c ~~~:ic ally so11nd , and it is quit e 
be c aus e of th9l~ 3mal lor fu s l . t han the sin~le rudder design 
the l ong itudina l ; t~bility be ~g~ ~nte rfe r ence. They also be nefit ' 
Their t otal a1'ea Shoul~ De s iig~~f i ng the st<t l:J iliz e r 's stnlline a ngle. 
~ s~ ng le. rudd\fr . When U:'li ng d oub ly gr~ ater than that calc ulated f or 
i~1ident1 c a] for both, and that th: ru ders, b~.sure that th e line-up 

Zer. Y are wel l fixed to 8 at~ 
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Counter-Torque Ad jus t ments 

As previously shown , t he p r opelle r torque transfers part of the 
wing loading to one side of the wing and causes the model to roll, 
unless correc tive measures are applied. Ons of these corrective 
measures is the dihedral, but since a large .amount of dihedral lowers 
the wing efficiency , t he dihedral must nece ss arily be as small as 
poss i ble. Another measure used is t o change the incidence of the 
wing so that on e half has more than the other, with a consequent in
crease of lift. A mod i fica ti on of this method is to increase the 
area of one half of the wing. The only obj ection to these methods 
is t n e.t as s oon a s the power i s expended the counte r-torque setting 
produces spiral ins tab i li ty if the adjustments are excessive. Re
cently, the s ide thrus t control of t orqu e h as been used su ccessfully 
when used wi th mode r at i on. The principle here is that the angle of 
thrust produces a turning tendency which causes the torque wing to 
travel r elatively fester and so produce the needed counteracting lif~ 
While the mode l is under the side thruGt influence, it is in a skid
ding turn, and it is her e that the danger lies . If the c enter of 
side are a i~ not proper ly b Blanc ed , t he mod el may become unstabl e . 
Se~ F ig . 21, for force diagram . The rudder may also be used but its 
e f fe ct will not b e as pr onounc e d as t he thrust. However, the princ
ciple i s the same -- thnt of forc ing the model to turn in order to 
produce the needed counter-torque lift. The rudder e f fect d epends 
u p on the pawe r and propeller, and the s peed o f the mode l. It is 
small on lo~ power ships, a nd large on high power ships s u c h as ~s 
jobs. 
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The l ogical s olution of the counter-torque adjustment problem is 
t o us e a small amoun t of each type of adjustment snd t o allow the mod
el to t urn wi ttt the torque , so tha t when the p ower is completely ex
pended, the model will turn 1n the ~pFositQ direction wi th no upset
ting tend e nc y . AllotMiI" rootho ct is t.1) hav~ an 9utomatic aileron c~n
tr~i, self -adjustable by th€ motor torque . Whichever method you use 
to count e r act the t o rQue, remember that it is the wing that actually 
pr oduce s the re sult. 
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THE THREE CENTERS 
The Center of Gravity, the Center of Drag, and the Thrust Line 

To enable ua to get a good glide while using the power flight ad· 
justments, we nrust consider the position and effect of the various 
forces. The center of gravity and the thrust line can be fixed, but 
the center of drag keeps wandering with every change in the relative 
airflow. I t is this varying position which often makes adjusting 
difficult. The strength of these three forces depends upon their re· 
lation to each other, as well as upon the flying conditions, 

The vertical position of the c. G. is usually determined by the 
rubber motor line, the weight of the wing, and the weight of the 
landing gear . Since the weight of the landing gear does not often 
equal that of the wing, we can assume the C, G. to be slightly above 
the r~bber l ine. The fore and aft position also depends upon the 
center of the rubber line. Since the weight of the tail surface& 
usually balances the weight of the prop, we have only to considir 
the. wing and landing gear. Since these two are in front of the rub
ber motor center we can assume the final C. G. to be in front of this 
center, with the exact position determined by the wei ght of each item. 
You may test this premise for yourself bv balancing a completed model. 

The thrust line depends upon the axis of the propeller shaft, and 
can be made independent of the rubber line by the use of a suitable 
plug. In making these plugs, remember that there is side friction at 
the rear of t he junction of the shaft and the plug, and that this 
friction should be minimized by the use of a metal tube, and eyelets 
and washers. 

The center of drag is the point at which the drag of the indiv· 
idual parts is balanced. Since the drag changes with the speed and 
shape presented to the airflow, the center keeps shifting under dif
ferent flying conditions. On a normal model, the C. D. is high be
cause of the high wing. The forces on a normal model are as shown 
in Fig . 22, and the ac t.1.on of tho vnrious centers is as follows: 

• 
.._~__,1------.::.---------~-· 

• t:.• 
During power f~ying th~ thrus t is the strongest forward force. 

Gravity, acting through the C. G., contributes slight ly when th~ ship 
in a diving position, but it also detracts in a climb. The reac-
tion of the ce nter of drag with t he thrust line usually determines the 
position of the model in res pec t to the flight line. A high center 
of drog has a tendency to increase the angle of attack, and if no 
counteracting force i! appli oo wi l l eventually stall or loop the mod
el. However, we do have a counte racting force in the st abilizer, 
which tries to keep the ungle of attack within safe bounds and so 
preserve stsbility. See Fig. 23. Note that the stabilizer's cor
rective force must take care of the drag fore~ as well as the lift or 
the wi ne . 
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The pojection to this arrangement is that with an increased ang)tt 
of attack, a greater frontal area is introduced which adds to thQ 
total drag. Tbe setting of the stabilizer required to counteract th~ 
drag force i s that of increased incidence or the use of a high lift 
airfoil. Thi s setting tends to dive the model in the glide, as the 
drag force i s decreased at lower speeds. To offset this, the wing 
must be moved forward, which adds an additional corrective load to 
the stabilizer while in power flight. The setting is now as shown ih 
Fig. 24. Note that this arrangement is the one used-on almost all of 
the present types of models. From the above we can see why we use 
such large, and very often lifting, stabilizers, and why the C. G. is 
almost at the trailing edge, when a high wing is used. 

Another way to counteract the high center of drag is to have the 
thrust line pass through the c. D. as shown in Fig . 25. This relieves 
the stabilizer considerably, but not altogether, as the center of 
drag shifts from the thrust line, at different speeds and angles. 
During the glide of a down thrust model, the stabilizer controls the 
situation as described. 

We have seen that a high center of drag requires balancing with 
other forces, and that a greater frontal area is exposed, with con
se~uent lowered total efficiency. The ideal theoretical combination 
would be to have these forces meet at one point. Such a design calls 
for a low or midwing. Comparatively few low-wing or midwing models 
have been made, and the results have been merely average. It is 
quite possible that a more thorough practical inve~tigation will e
ventually bear out the above theory for model work. At the present 
time it would seem that a high ce~ter of drag provides an automatic 
adjuster of t he angle of attack, i.e. when the spee d is great, the 
angle is increased, and when the speed is low, the angle is low. How
ever, this setup places adjusting in the cut and try class, and is 
also responsible for many longitudinal stability problems. 

The effeet of having the center of drag below the C. G. and thrust 
line is eviden t from Fig. 26. The stabilizer corrections will bG just 
the opposite of those recommend ed for the high C. D. 

The degree of downthru st and stabilizer settin~ depends upon the 
particular model. The fi rs t adjustments should b e m~de to obtain a 
good glide by setting the wing and the stabili zer . Then the power 
flight should be adjusted with t he aid of downthrust. If tha requir
e d downthrust i s too gre at , increase the stabilizer's incidence and 
move the wing forward slightly , and then try ueain with thi s combin
ation. To obtain a fine downthrust gr~dation use a v ariable nose 
plug as shown in Fig. 27. 
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PROPELLERS 
The present tendency ol' using a. st!;i.nae.rd size propeller for a. 

part1cula.r t~e of model give! us very little opportunity to learn 
exactly how the propellir operates. Although the subject is well 
covered in technical books, popular explanation still leaves us in 
doubt about several important points. eevere.l of the most important 
a.re: What determines the slip of the prop ? What effect ha.s the air·' 
foil and what effect has the blade area? When shoulo the pitch be 
high or low? How is the angle of attack of the prop determined? 
What pitch-diameter ratio is best? What is the best prop for a par· 
ticular mode l ? 

Explanations that can be found in technical books are based on 
the wing or airfoil .theory. That is, it is assumed that the prop
eller blades ere a set of wings which are rotated in order to pro
duce lift. As such, tney are subject to all of the reactions attrib· 
uted to the regular wing . (We should therefore be careful to use the 
most efficient blade outline ~nd airfoil, just as for an ordinary 
wing, especially since the propeller is the only means of converting 
our limited power into forw crd motion.) The following text will de
scribe the forces nc ting on the propeller while it is in vnrious pos
itions, and is presented in t he wing principle theory. 

Assuming th~t .a rotating propeller nas no load to pull and that 
the airfoil is symmetric~l, its path would follow the line of lesst 
resist~nce. See Fig. 28. You wi ll notice that the path of that par
ticular prop portion is along the line of the geometrical pitch, and 
that the lif t is z1aro while the drag is a. t its minimum value, (If a 
c8.lltbered sec t ion were used the resulting pitch would be as shown by 

.the dotted line, due to the lift of such airfoils a.t zero angles of 
attack.) Very little pov1er is required to rotate tne propeller when 
it is in this pos ition. However, no work is being done since the 
lift is zero . Tne distance such a propeller travels in one revolu
tion depend~ upon the angle of the blades. It is evident that a high 
angl e will give a greater distanc e than o. smaller one. 
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If we we r e to prevent the pro peller from moving forwar d , but 
still permitted it to rotat e , the reaction of the blades upon t he air 
would be as shown in Fig. 29 . The path of the blade is now perpendic 
ul~r to the cen ter line, and the an5le of attack is very high, with 
consequent high lift and drag. The exact value of these two f orces 
can be calculated by brcal<inR u p the blade into several se~rnents end 
by calcula ting with formulao, the lif t nnd drag of the entire prop 
while it i s revolvi~e o. t a certain speed. The important point to 
remember is that t'rl 1: rota"tinc; act ion of the ongled blo.~e is produc
ing a forward force and als o an ant1-rotating force. To eet the 
forwar d for ce we n~st o~er c ome the anti-rotating for ce. We do this 
by furnishing the nece~sary power. 
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The above tw o example s showed the extreme position8 in wh i c h the 
propeller may b e . In both posit ions, the ~seful work i s nil; i n the 
first case, the propeller had no load to pull, and in t he second case 
it was held stationary by a force great e r than its thrust or lift . 
Useful work is accomplished somewhere between these tw o extreme s . 

If, for example, the propeller were fixed to a trolley wi th a 
load which r equirei a force of 10 pounds to s tart.it ond ke ep it in 
motion, a one pound thrust will not budge it. To move the trolley 
we must either inc rease the thrust or r e duce the load, or perform 
some sort of compromis e . Assumi n g that we compromise, a nd the load 
is now 5 pounds and the thrust i s a ls o 5 pounds at a specific r.p.m., 
the trolley will still r emain stati onary as the for ce 8 ar e only neu
tralized, bec aus e the propeller is still spinninG with the b l ade pa th 
at right a ngles to the c enter line. Now if the speed of th 8 prope!
ler is increased e ver so slightly, the inc r ease of thrust wil l be 
greater than the l o ad , and the trolley will 11\0Ve for111 ard, At the in
st ant that the trolley begins to move f orward, the angle of attack is 
decreas ed and the thrust is the s ame as it was before, when tho trol
ley was at a standstilJ. The differe nce i s that the r.p.m. ur e high
er and that the path of the propeller b lades is in a for ward di r e ct
ion. Consequently, with every prop turn, the trolley advan c8 3 for 
ward. The exac t distance it travel s forward depends up on the angle 
of the path of the bla de s , the diamete r of the prop, and the number 
of revoluti ons rer minute . 

If the c onditions do no t c hange, the trolle y will travel forwar d 
&ta u ni fo :-m rate for an indefinite peri od of t ime . However , l e t us 
suppos e that part of t he l o ad drop s off the trolley so that t he load 
is de c reas ed. At the moment that the load decreBses the troJ ley 
speeds up because the 7 thrust i s greater. But as mentioned abov8 , 
t he angle of attack also change s wit h the speed, until the angl e i s 
r e ac h ed at which the thrust i s e qual t o the l oad. These c onditions 
are r ep r esented i n F ig . '30. He re we see that the e.ngle of t he path 
of the propeller blades has been incre as ed a~d t hat the distance now 
cov~red in one revolution is much greater , so t hat if the nwnbe r of 
revolt:.tions per minut0 r emai n the same, th e s peed of th A trolley in 
creAses. 

From th e above exampl e we can readily see that the thr ust or the 
propeller always equals the load excep t at tlle mome nt that the co nd
itions change, that the distance covered in one revoluti on depends 
upon the angle of th e bl ade oa th, and that the s pe ed depends upon the 
numbe r of r cvoluti oris made within a certain time. 

To cl arif y the st atement that the thrust and load are almost al
ways equal , let us e xplai n it by the u se of the analogy of the trol 
l ey. If the l o ad is gre ote r than the thrust it will t e nd to s low 
down the troJl ey. But a s s oon as t h e forward s peed i s reduced the 
angl e of attack i s i ncreased with its cons e qu~nt inc r e ase of lift, 
f or the i ncreas e of thrust, except that in this c~se th e angle of at
t ack is lowered with un incre a se of f orward speed, wit h a conseque nt 
l owe r ing of thr u st, until it i s equal to the load . The wh?le thing 
may be boiled down t o the fact L1a t the propeller blades, in wi s lline 
t o go fo r~ard, are hind ered by the draa of the model, and that thi s 
drag must be neutralized by tbe thrust. 
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It is 'i!Vi dent that the trolley mf.ly be replaced with a plane, and 
that as soon as the forwar d motion i3 fast enough f or the particuler 
model the fli ght will begin. Note that the thrust of the propeller 
always equals the drAg of the model, regardless of the speed the mod
el rnay be travelling. It c ~n also b e seen that enough thrust must be 
developed to producE1 the nee es sary flying ~pe9d. 

The ao ove are l'u ndamental pr1ncipl9s, a n d we should keep them in 
mind when designing .u propeller . From them we can see that B compar
atively small propeller must be revolved at high speed, and that a 
large propeller may" go slower. The choice of the propeller pi tch 
rests upon t he power available. With gas engines we may use small 
pitch, high speed props, and for rubber we must use the l a rger pitch, 
slowly rotating typ e . To get t he utmost efficiency from a propeller, 
we must make it so that we ge t the maximum output for the power we 
use. To achieve this end we must go into more detailed propeller op
eration des crip tion . 

The more e xac .. force diagI'am of the propeller s egme n ts is shown 
in Fig. 31. The most important po int to consider is the direc tion of 
the lift force. Notice that if it is place d into a for c e diagram it 
produces an anti-rot at i on for c e. This force bec omes greater as the 
angle of t he b lade s is increased. Besides the anti ~rotntion force 
produced by the lift, the power must als o ov e r c ome the ordinary nir
foil drag . Thus the tot al torque is equal to the anti-rotation 
force produced by the lift and the airfoil d r a g. From this we can 
see that l ow p itch p r ops wi th large angles of attack will produce the 
most favorable lift force s, but that in such positions the props may 
produce enough thrust only at high speed prop revolutions , which are 
undes irable f o r rubber mod e ls. 
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From the above force diagram and the wing lift formulas, we can 
als o see that if we increas.e t he blade a re a, the thrust will be in
creased with the consequent increased model speed, without increas
ing the r.p.m. The blade area increase will enable the prop to de
velop s uffic i ent thrust at comp ar2tively low angles of attack, so 
that the drag coeff ic ie n t will be lower. The ideal angle of attack 
will be at the point whe re the L/D ratio of ' the particular s ec tion 
is the highest. At this point the e fficiency will be the greate s t 
since we get the most lift for the power expended. (It i s quite 
possible that model propelJers do work at this angle when the prop 
rotates at hi gp spe(3d u nder the initial burst of power of the rubber 
motor. However, as the power slackens, the model slows down until 
there i s j u st enough power to produce the needed thrust for fl"Ying 
speed, and the angl e of attack is t hen quite high i ·n orde r to pro
dµce t he needed thrust .) To remain at this ideal angl e of attack 
the propeller must continue developing Bnough lift to kee p it in that 
position. If t he total drag or lo ad of the moclel is high, the thrust 
nrus t b€ great, ,·:hile low drag o r streaml ined models can fly with a 
smaller thrust. From this we can conclude that a high drag model re
quire s a larger prop area than does the low drag design. The e xact 
a reas co.n be calculated if we kn ow the flying speed, the diameter and 
pitch of the p r op, the drag, a.nd the power at the cruising point. 
However, some of those factors are still incalculable and for the 
present we I111St be content with what experience hns shown. 
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Pitch an~ Diameter 

We have seen that the forward speed depends upon the distance 
that a segment travels in one revolution of the prop and its relation 
to the angle of attack. The forward speed can be increased b,y in
creasing the distance that the segment travels, as well as by setting 
it at .a steeper angle. Botb of these are accomplished at the expense 
of drag, and of the two, the increase of the distance of segment tra"r
el (or diameter) ls the most economical. However, if the diameter 
becomes excessive for practical purposes, and we still have power to 
spare, we can increa~e the angle or the pitch. These facts become 
very useful when we are designing a model. If the m.odel ls intended 
for high speed, the propeller should be of such diameter and pitch 
that the power will revolve it at high speed at the maximum efficien
cy. These conditions call for a prop whose angle of attack would be 
such that most of the lift is in the flight direction, and whose di
ameter would be as large as the power would allow for the speed. 
This means that the P/D ratio should be small (pitch 20 11 /diameterlS", 
1.1). See Fig. 32. 

If the model is intended for cruising then the prop should con
serve the power for as long as pos s ible. This can be accomplished by 
using a large diameter as well as large blade angles. This type of 
prop will revolve slowly but it will still give the needed thrust for 
the flying speed. In this case the P/ D ratio is high (pitch 36"/di
ameter 18 11

, 2.0). See Fig. 33. 

The drag of the model should also determine the P/D ratio. It 
can readily be seen that a streamlined model can have a high speed 
with a slow but high pitch prop, since the needed thrust is lower 
than for the blunter ship. However , the prop does not work at its 
best efficiency point, and if it is possible to increase the motor 
length, do so by all means, and decrease the pitch of the propeller. 

From this text, you should know just what type of propeller will 
ibe the .best for your particular conditions. Although a list of stand
ard prop sizes is given, keep the following points in mind, and try 
to fit the most suitable prop to the model. 

1. Thrust equals l oad . . If the drag of the model is great, the 
thrust must be large. 

2. The speed of the model depends upon the r.p.m. and the dis
tance that the prop travels in one revolution. 

3. Thrust is the result of the lift force, and a part of the 
lift force produces an anti-rotating force. 

4. The power required must be equal to the drag of th~ propel
ler's airfoil at the particular angle of attack, plus the anti-rotat
ing force produced by the lift. 

~ 
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!Us.de Outline and Const ruction Hints 

The volume of air influenced by the rote.ting propeller is shown 
in Fig. 34. Notice that the airflow begins quite a distance in front 
of the propeller, and that the increase of airspeed behind it reduces 
the air pressure so thnt t he slip stream is actu ally of smaller diam
eter than , the prc1peller. However, t he peculiar flow f ormation near 
the tips should not beguile us into believing th t the tips nre un
important . The tip losses or eddie s are still there, and the tip 
shape and aspect ratio are just as important on the ~ropeller as on 
ordinary wings, Conolusive proof of' the fact that losses oocur at 
the tips was mad e by the Editor. The experiment wag performed as 
shown in Fig. 35. The interesting parit is that the silk thre ad 11.Q
tually moved forward into the blndes while held behind the propeller. 
This effect was especial l7 strong on a s quare tip de s ign propeller , 

The elliptical tip blade outline seems to be about the best. The 
blade area should be concentrated at the one half point so as to min~ 
imize tip loss es and high drag at tne hub. In fact i t is desirable 
to cut the blonk so ,that the pitch an~le will be about the same at 
the hub vic1ni ty. 1rne ble.n.K layout, blade outl1 ne , and the recommend
ed sizes of propeller s are shown in Fig . 36, 

For b&J. ea props , 1.lSe bnl s a blanks of about 10 lbs ./cu, ft, hard
ness. If it i s at all possible, try to have the grGin crissc rossing 
parallel with the width of t he bl ank. This will provide identicnl 
grain on both blades , and also give n strong hub. 

Very li t tle cnn be said about carving for the youngsters, exeept 
that practice makes perfect. Howeve~, no trouble should be experi
enceo if the blanK 11 well l aid out and carving is done slowly with a 
:sh&rp lmi!'e, 
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Since the propellel' works on the regular airfoil ~rinc iple, the 

airfoil section or the propeller hos reactions similar to those of 
·the main wi ng . Therefore, the camber should be decided 'by the d&sign 
of the model. Fns t and short motor propellers may have a Clark Y 
section while slo~,, duration propellers may be very deeply underoam
bered. Just remember that undercamber gives gruter lift et o. given 
incidence than a f'l e. t-bottom section, but that the drag is eleo great,. 
er. If you have plenty Qf power which you w~nt to be uaed up slowly, 
use plenty of undE1r ce.mber. 







Aerodynamic Reactions of Freewheeling Propellers 
:s:J 

"To freewheel or not to freewheel: .. " has been the question for 
quite a while. The best way to settle thi~ soliloquy is to analyze 
a propeller while it is standing still and.while it is freewheeling. 
The action of the airflow on a still propeller is shown in Fig. 37. 
Note that.the angle of attack varie s with the point on the blades. 
That is, it is high at the tips and low st the hub. The forces set 
up are relatively great, due to the large angle of attack. 'I'ho lift 
force bends to rotate the model via the prop shaft, and tries to up
set it unles3 counter adjustment is provided. This is an especially 
bed feature sinc e the force is in the counter-torque direction, which 
12 also favored by th~ normal model adjustments. Th~ drag force i3 
directly backwards which make the total ~ro~ drag calculations com
paratively simple. 

Al/f.. 
S~N !i/ii 

/ 

The airflow reaction on a freewheeling propeller is shown in Fig. 
38. The angle of attack here is much lower. The exa c t angle depends 
upon the component of lift needed to overcome the drag of the prop
eller. Of one fact we can be sure, and that is that the angle is 
negative to the normal airfoil to such u degree that the lift is al
so negative. If the angle were above that point, the pro peller 
would revolve in a counterpower turn direction. Since th8 zero an
gle is determined by the center line of the airfoil we can see that 
undercambered props will have much more dra~ than syrrunetric n l o r flat 
bottom sections. This increase of drag will require a larger lift 
component to overcome it, and since both the dr oG and lift forces a re 
in a backward directio n , they both constitute drag. There is noth
ing that we can do about this except to minimize drag as muc h as 
possible so that the total will be reduced. Thi s can be done by hav
ing a very smooth finish on the blndes, by usine the best ball bear
ing washers, and by having a freewheeling that does not depend u p on 
a spring for its operation. If a spring is used, the pressure it ex
erts against the hub causes additional friction which nrust be over
come by the lift force. The logical solution is to use a freewheel
ing of the spiral type or any similar type, and a rubber tensioner tc 
spring the shaft out. 

Note from the diagram that we have no rotating force trying to 
roll the model. The only rotating force is the one which neutral
izes the drag, which in turn has a very slight rolling effect at the 
hub caused by the friction. The exact drag of both types of propel
ler acti~n can be only estimated. An attempt was made (~e e Fig. 39), 
lw t this should not be considered conclusive. 

From the above it would seem that the freewbe e ling propeller is 
better, as it usually has lower dra.8 and does not affect the model 
adjustments. The drag may be slightly higher than that of a still 
prop on certain occasions (such as in the case of veryhlgh pitch), 
but it still seoms better. The fixed position will be all right if 
the blades can be made to straighten out and conform to the airflow. 
Of course. a p.erfect folding prop would solve the whole problem. 



THE GLIDE 
Although 1t 1!I the usual procedure to desc ribe the glide s.t the 

oonclus1on, the Editor deemed it advisable to present it at this ear
ly point, to emphAsize the fact thnt the ~renter part of the duration 
of the model depends upon 1 t. Since it h so import ant, it is worth 
our while to design the model with the ide a of increasing the glide 
as much as practically possible. 

Once the powet• is exhausted the only t hing left t o produce propul 
s1on is the weight of the model. Gravity exerts a downward fore~ on 
the model equal to its weight, end the ae·rodynrunic balance changes 
th11 force into a sloping moveme nt known as the glide. It is evidont 
that the model which use s this ft:Ar ce most ec onomically will remain in 
the air longest. This can be ~one by havinG a wall balanced and 
streamlined model. The followins example shows why s:n efficient ship 
hae a better glide th nn an inefficient desi n. 

We have two model~ of identical wing load ing. The wings and 
tails are identical, and the balance is perfect in both. The only 
difference between the modelR is tha t one has smooth lines, · while the 
other is about as aerodynamically efficient as the cowcatcher on a 
locomotive. Both models must fly at the same s pe ed to produc e the 
same lift. It 1s there fo re ev i de nt that the mooel with po or lines 
will need more power to ke ep 'LJ µ wi tlt the streaml ined job. Now when 
the models go into a gli de , t~e streamlined ship will dip only s light 
ly to keep up its flying sp~ ed, while the high drag model will hHve 
to point down quite a bit t o get to its flying speed. The conclu
sion drawn i s that the inefficient ship wil l comfl down much more 
steeply, with a conReque nt lose of duration. 

The gliding an0le ~Qn be very easily predicted if the lift and 
drag of the model e.r~ known. For example, if the lift of A model is 
four ounces, and it requires one half ounce of thrust to keep its 
flying speed , the lift over drag (L/D) ratio i s 8-1, That is, the 
lift is eight time:s the drag. This means that for every foot 'the 
model has to descP.nd to keep up flying spe ed , it will travel eight 
feet and the glidi ng ratio will therefore be 8-1. F.r om this example 
re evolve the foll owing formula: 

Gliding Ratio • Lift of the Mo del 
Drag of the Model 

We can see from this simp!e relati on th•t an increase ot lift wtll 
improve the glide, and that an inc reas o ,of drag will detract from 
it. The' ideal model should have a minimum of drag and the lowest 
possible w~ng loading. (This allows the model to fly slower, thus 
reducing 'the drag.) The l ow drag cnn be obtained by using s.tream
lining at all practical points. If th~ model must confrom to the 
weight rules do not make it heavier than necessary, an~ use high
lift airfoils, as recommended in the airfoil chapter. A small 
additional amount of weight may be used if s treamlining is impos
sible without it. 

A steep glide ~Ls caused by low lift, hiRh drag, or a combina
tion of both. (I1i is assumed that the adjustments are as recom
mended in the "Stability" text.) Lnck of lift can be easily cor
rected if a fairly high-lift nirfoil is used, by increasing the inci
dence of the wing nnu tail. Thh will inc re nse the lift greatly 
without increasing t he drag very much. However, if tho Medel stalls 
or mushes with such an adjustment, the glide can be improved only by 
decrees 1ng the drag. 

For xnaximwn efficiency, unles·s an automatic variable control is 
used, the glide ad ustments must be flight adjustments. How to ob
tain this oombinatlon will be explained later. 
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Since gliding requirements usually necessitate a well designed 
model, we should remember the following facts about gliding. 

1. The gliding angle depends upon the lift and drag (L/D) ratio. 
2. The speed of the model is controlled by its wing loading; a 

model with a light wing loading atteins su:fficient lift at low speed, 
and one with a high wing loading needs high speeds to get s~fficient 
lift. If the gliding angle is the same, the wing loading d~termines 
the duration. 

5. It is a poor policy to increase the angle of attack or incid
ence too much for improved glide, as at low speeds th1is procedu.re 
places the model in a critical position in relation to ·the stalling 
point. 

4. The distance that a model travels with relation to the ground 
depends _ upon the. air conditions. Therefore the gliding ratio cannot 
be determined by estimating the height at which the glide started, 
and the distance traveled from th8t point. See Fig. 40. Nor should 
the gliding ratio be assumed to be that distance between the point 
of launching from hand to the landing point, as the initial speed is 
greater than the normal glide, and the closeness of the ground also 
has a cushioning e:f:fect, because of the compression of the air be
tween the w1 ~ and the ground • 

TOTAL LI.Cr• 
·1r7--,i:: 

Clarification 
K/N.O 

"The angle of incidence is the angie between the chord line and 
Ghe thrust line". 

"The angle of attack is the angle between the chord line and the 
p~th of relative wind". 

The above definitions are o.ffic ial for power plane use~, Since 
the construction and position of the elements of models vary greatly 
from one design to another we might accept the following definitions 
for model work: 

"The angle of incidence is the angle between the chord line and 
the line drawn from the center of the prop to the rear hook". Let 
us make this definition semi-official, so that we will know what is 
meant when we mention "two degre·es dovmthrus t 11 or "one degree posi
tive", etc. 

"The angle of attack in smooth air is the angle between the chord 
line and the path in which the model is moving 11

• Sudden gusts change 
the angle of attack until the model readjusts it~elf to the new flow~ 
wben it will again be about the same. 
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PRACTICE 

OUTDOOR 

Fusel&aP 

The tour longe1ron type of framework cons tr~cli ~un still domina tea 
t'u.lelage oonatruct.ion . The simpl1oity and ease of construction make 
it a tevorite amor.~ builders, especially those who have little t inie 
tor model work. 'I'h1s type has serve~ well under the prevailing weight 
rules, beoause the low wing loading of the model has helped to offset 
many ot the disad-v·anta.ges. However, the expected change in we ight 
l'Ules will put it into the discard and new types of construction will 
become popular. 

The ot.f1c1al 1937 Wake.field rules require a mininnim we1 ght of 8 
ounoes tor the 190-210 sq . in. model. The N. A. A. rules are almos t 
lure to be jumped up to 3 oz. per 100 sq. in. (just multiply the wing 
area by .03 to obtain the required weight in oz . ) . It is highly i m
probable that these rules will ever be lowered. The heavier wing 
loading will not change the general desig n very much except t ha t the 
various points of junction will be cleared up, and t he fu selage will 
have to be strengthened to take more powe r . The builder who makes 
the most err icient use of t.h3 high power ratio will undoubtedly win 
the contest. 

The strength of the regular longeron t ype of fu selage can be 
greatly by using 19.l"ger and stronger balsa and covering it two ply or 
with bamboo paper. However, the mor t ality rate will s till be high-
mainly because of rubber bre akage arrl collisions. We must remember 
that the increase in weight wil l speed up the model and endow it with 
plenty of kinetic energy . 

It is problematical how well the removable motorstick will fare 
with this change. The removable motor stick his its points, and i t 
is possible that a well . made built-up s tick will hold up under the 20 
odd strands. It is a.mazing how strong balsa can be if it 1s used 
correctly. The next proposition is the all-balsa fuselage design, 
o.nd it is the opinion of t he Editor that this type de se rves most at
tention tor the coming era of half-pound jobs . 

. There are several different t,ypes of fuselage constructions des
cribed in the plans or individually, and there is no need for describ
ing them here. Therefore this particular section will deal with only 
the sheet balsa design 

There are many forms OI' the all-bale a fuselage, ranging o.nywhere 
trom the elliptioal to the square section, Of course, the elliptical 
one is best from all viewpoints, with the exception of the time re
·quired to conatruot it and the necess i ty of using hieh grade sup plies 
'i'h• next best is the round cross ·aect i on type. This is much simpler to 
make as the ~ulkheada are round, and the covering balsa can be made in 
~atterns. On such fuselages the work will be simplified if the model 
has straight li'nes. On all oircular jobs the bulkheads should be of 
"C" etoclc and the covering of "A" . The other forms consist of vuria
tion1 ot the several flat-sided type, and also those with curve~ tops 
and bcttoma. 
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The Edit or has ma de t he several mo dels s h own in sketches duri ng 
the pas t summer, a nd al l of t h em hav 0 h eld up well und er all condi 
tions . ·.The secre t here i s to use 11 C11 o r qu a r te r-grained s t ock throu~h 
out. By using this grain the s he e t need not b_e mo r e thnn tru e 1/32 
thick for any mod e l us ing up to 20 str ands . 8 -9 l b . b a l s a should b e 
used. The corner typ e of j o ints giv e a st r inger eff ec t, maki nr, l on g 
erons unnecessary . The beauty of this cons truct i on is tha t the 
·Keight compares f a v orably with th e ord i n ary t ype ,; f f uselage wi th a 
rrruch g re a ter safe t y fa c t or. It i s quit e possible to h a v e a bic; sec 
tion knocke d ou t of a si de with out l o sing s tiff ne s s, and the repa i r 
work i s a mat t e r of mi1'1.utes , a s t he model can b e flown 8.S ~ oon a s the 
patch i s set f or a h ol d - on , whi l e a br ok en longe r on calls fo r a ma j or 
Operation wi th splints a nd ups e ts t h e ad ju3tmen ts as well . Th e con
struc ti on time with bals a she et i s l ess , pr oviding that t~e layou t a~ 
~aterial ar e o n h and . 
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The b a ls a she e t co ns t ruction requires very accurate work and exact 
bulkheads and pa tterns . If the perts are well mad e , it is a real joy 
to see everyth i ng just click into place and the wh ole fuselage smooth 
throughout. Befor e star ting to work, decide on the cross section 
sha.pQ desired, making s ure that 2" sheets c a n · b~ used throughout. A 
wider section calls f or joining, as 3" stock is expensive as well as 
difficult to obtain in the required grain and weight. Now draw the 
side wiew on a p iece of s tiff white paper, and lay out the bulkheads. 
The side pattern should be transferred to a templat~ or directly to 
the b a lsa. Coat the bulkhead outlines with wax and beg in to assemble 
them. There are several forms s h own, and you can use the one most 
suitable to y our own parti cular conditions. Be sure. to make them ex
act and do not spare t h e cement. 

The assembly ~3 quite simple. Cement th e end bulkheads first, and 
then cement t h e c e nter to the sides. Be sure to cement them on the ex
act s pots. Aft e r all o f the bulkheads are in plB.ce, the landing gear 
tubes can be fixed in p lace. The remaining sides are cemented on 
without the aid of a pattern. The surplus is trimmed off after the 
cement i s se t . In joining the balsa sheets, use a generous amount of 
cement to ff'om s bead along the joint. The final finisn is to sand 
and dope. For super-strengtk, cover with paper. 
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The above covered the polylateral fuselage. If a square or a tri
angular fuselage is used, the bulkheads can be made while assemb l ing 
1a. taking .pJ~co. Cut to size the side patterns e.nd cermnt them in t[le 
prop4:1r places, !f th e fuselage 1s absolutely square or equ1lat1n•l.ll , 
all strip s can be cut at one time and set a.side. The s id es a.re as
sembled by cement.in@; the upper and lowe r s t rips and then covering with 
sheet. This method is &specially recommended for enclosed rubber 
stick inodels. It. compa re s well with t he tubular type of construction. 
This type of cone1t ructi on lends 1 ts elf ver"J well to mass produr.tion. 
Thia idea should be especially appealing to clubs as the side pntterns 
and 'bulkhe ad jigf1 can be passed around, once a satisfactory design i s 
reached 
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A thoug the fuselage design can be i mproved a grea t deal , the Ed ~ 
itor, believes that we sho'Lild concentr te more on t he wing and generLtl 
layout, for the next few year s . 'By using the same fuselage we cen get 
a better picture of whnt occurs with dif fe rent wings and different ar
rangements . we can mod ify the fuse l age t o a high wing , midwi!l': , or 
low wing design, keeping the general shape the same. A good exampl e 
of this pract ise in the commercial field is the system of the LocKheed 
co., which made ,all of t heir s ingle engi ne fuse lage jobs on t he sumo 
form and yet worked out numerous designs. 

Aerodynamica.l No t es 

The main consideration in fuselage modela is to have tho fusel age 
as muoh as possible in line with the flight path . It is here that the 
round and ell ip tical jobs shine above t~ square sec tio n. The" square 
job ot 1treaml1n1a d outline is fair 1f ke pt in line, but the moment it 
beoomes angled t he drag i ncreases tremendously, I t is for t his reason 
that a fuselage . ut on edge is better then one which is level. Try to 
come as close as possible to the ellipse by breaking up the per1miter 
into numerous s 1 1~es or else by rounding off the top and bottom. De
·a1gn the models 110 that the thrust line will go through the center o!' 
the fuselage, or at least adjust it so that the f usel&g• will be in 
line in the gl1~1!t, All of these points will mean a greo.t deal when 
the wing loading ie increased during the coming year . Other aerodyn
am1cal ~oints arta covered in the Theory cha~ter. 
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The most conrrnon wing failure is the breakage of tffi spars when 
an exces sive up or down f o rce is applied. A head -on collision u
sually only dents or c racks the l eading edge. From this- we see that 
we mu st improve the vertical structure, as the horizontal structure 
is sufficiently strong due to the rib and covering combination. It 
has al so been n oticed that the wings with many small spars of almost 
square cross section hav a a higher breakage rate than those wings ir 
which t he spars are deep and narrow . I t therefore se ems advisable 
to follow regul ar aircraft practice , b y us i ng de e p and nar row spa.rs. 

The strength of a deep spar can b e ircreased without additional 
weight if quarter-gra ined or 11 c11 s tock balsa is used. This cut is 
ver y stiff and whe n t h e spar is und er pres sur e , will tend to keep 
the spar in line instead of c rinkl i nr; . The moment the spar wood " 
r olls , its value as a spar is l ost . 

On a n ormal model a sin8 l e spar will be suffic ie n t for models 
having a chord o f not more t han five inches. A larger chord nec
essitates more spars or a strong s i ng l e spar with a built up lead
fng edge t o servn as a box spa r. Structural section s a lso give a 
high strene; th-we1ght r at i o . If t hey a r e unobtainable ready made, 
the simplest t o make are the bo x spar and the I section . It is 
surpri sing how str on c par t s can be made with the use of these sec -

o s. 

I 

,/T T/I" r11,r(),e CLP.S.t'.S T ,¥p,r;M-Or1'N 
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rJJ1f5: ~..(..tf;f:J'£..e.e..o ~l..85 
The spar and rib c ombinati ons ·shown in the plans will prove sat

isfa ctory f or th~ increased wing loading, except thst the spar s wil l 
have t o be streng thened on some. In the opinion of the Editor, the 
cons truction s h own on the sketch should prove t o be t he most satis 
fac tory , as all po i nts ar e taken care uf . The lead i!18 e dge does not 
have any ser, , and n t the Sfilne t i me the weakness of an ordinary shee t 
leading edge is r emo v ed by the addition of a solid spar. Not e that 
the r ib is c ontinued f or the ful l cho r d length. The cons truction 
procedure i s s imple providing t hat t h e ribs are accurately cut. The 
between-rib spar i s usually fitt ed in by individun l sec tions. 

The ribs mnst be made of 11 C11 s tock to obtain the greatest bene 
fit from the weight of t he wood. He re again the grein serves the 
purpose of keep ing t he d e sired a irfoil section a nd ahl o provides ad
e quat e torsional s trength. I n designinc; the wing struc t u re always 
be sur e to have a full chord rib . Such ribs keep their shape well 

.o.nd o. ls o l e s sen the chances of h 8Vinp: the leading edge rip off. If 
the rib is cu t in two to provid e for th8 spur structure, the cerre nt 
and cover i nt; ar e the only thinc;s that kee p t lle strnctm'e toe;ether. 

Another point to ke e p in mi nd is t o use s trong ribs at the ce n
ter and tip. Th e tip rib s hould receive special c o n s ideration es it 
takes the brunt o f mos t c ollisions . If the tip rib ana the tip i t
se l f ci.r e we·ak , it take s 8. comparf\t i vely smnll forc e to break the;m., 
unu onc e t h ey are go ne , the re s t of t h e rib ~ .aril. spars just c rumble 
as the for c e is now concentre ted o n each ind ividual item , and not on 
tMe wing a~ a unit. 
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The bes t tip structure is a combination o!' oa.Lsa and bamboo. The 
balsa wood keeps the outline and prevents the bamboo from warping up 
or down~ The bamboo transmits th& load to the entire tip instead of 
permit tin~ i t to be Concentrated at one point, such as occurs with 
bs.ls a ~lane . 

There is little eJ.se to be added, aside from repeating the ad
vantages of eoverlng the center section with balsa, and also the ad
visability of havi ?'\g as few breaks in the wing for dihedral as poss
ible .• 
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TALKING ABOUT RADtO-CONTROL •..•.•.•.•••••.......••• by Alexander Buga 

when I last wrote you about rrry radio-controlled ship, I WE\s sure 
that it would work. Since then I have found that what works on paper 
does not always work in practice, and that it takes quite some time 
to iron out all of the bugs. At present I .have th.a rachet wheel ar
rangement all worked out and by feeding a small dry cell to the relay 
of t h e wheel, ~ have perfect control over the electromagnets operat
ing the controls. 

I built a small gas j ob to test the amount and type of control 
necessary to perform certain maneuvers, such as a right or a left 
turn, and ascent or descent. I found that if you have a stable mod
el with a rudder that is not too large,· you can eaa ily turn the ship 
by only having the righ t or left aileron down. Also, the amount of 
movement necessary is very small, which makes it possible to hnve the 
solinoid adjacent to the aileron. I intend to use statically and 
aerodynamically balanced ti.ilerons. · 

With regard to the radio end of the problem, I can say the follow
ing: with rrry receiving set I pick up short wave on the 20 meters band 
quite well, but th1~ moment I start the motor I have static galore, 
mainly because of my 8 ft. antenna and the clo~eness of the spark plug. 
I have tried shielding the motor and 1t now works quite well, but I 
still get static and enough interference to make my controis unreli
able. The sensitiire relay had given me trouble by often failing and 
then by operating ~ln accordance with the motor vibrations. I am now 
experimenting W'ith a relay that will operate from the oscillation of 
the set, rather thnn depending upon the wattage given out at the out
put. The trouble J: am experiencing with this type is that the set I 
have is a regenerative with automatic grid bias adjustment and the os
cillation sometimef:1 goes off kilter. I am doing all my experimenting 
with a fly power Hartley transmitter with a short aerial so that I do 
not cause disturbance in my neighborhood. I hope to finish the exper
imenting soon, so that I c·an assemble the parts and give unit a flight 
test. 

·Edi tel' 1 s Note: A F'ederal license is required for transm1 tting. If 
you are not licensed, get in touch with your local radio amateur and 
have him help you with the transmitting end. 





Hand Launehed f'Jliders 

by Tex. Rickard 

In rrry experiments with gliders, I have found that there are two 
types of designs which are dissimilar but which can be made to give 
almost identical· performance indoors. The first type arrl the one most 
often used, is the one with a short elevator a rm and a long nose . I 
have used as h igh as a 2-1 ratib; that is, a 4 11 elevator arm and an 8 11 

nose length. I f ind this to be an excellent arrangement for low ceil 
~ng flying, al though altitudes of up to 100 feet may be obtained with 
1t if it is ad justed correctly. The second type uses just the oppos 
ite ratio relation; i.e., an elevator arm of 8 11 and a 5 11 or 6" nose. 
The tail surfaces can be made nruch smaller because of the l onger mom
ent arm. Such gliders seem to get u~ h i gher , and als o have better 
floating tendencies. When using these gl i ders, it is necessary to 
wash in the elevator. If this is not done, the glider wi ll require 
too nruch clay for balancing at the 1/3 chord position. 

I still use c·anibered rudders on all my gliders. They give a nruc h 
JnOre uniform circle and make adjusting easier during the co ntes t. 'I'he 
thicker section also provides a larger cementing surface to take care 
ot the terrific launching heaves. 

I have made several tests with the fuselage sizes, and I find. tha t 
1/8" hard balsa stock will stand up better than too 1/4" stock. There 
is very little weisht difference, and in practice the hard balsa is a 
bit lighter. I was definitely convinced of this fact when I made two 
.46 oz. gliders whose fuselages were of 1/4" stock. One ship lost its 
tail portion when lauched arrl too other flew into a yost arrl snapped 
the stick . Then I ·rebuilt the gliders using the 1/811 stock. The 
weights decreased to .44 and .45 ez., showing that .there is some dif
ference in the weight even though the wood is as hard as oak. The ·new 
fuselages stood t~ knocks better than any 1/4" stock I have seen. It 
seems that the hard wood bends and absorbs the shock nruch more readily 
while the softer but thicker stock shatters. 

It takes me about 2 or 3 hours to finish a WiJlS, and I use all the 
latest tricks to get the utmost out of the throw. I undercamber the 
wing slightly for low ceiling flying arrl use a flat bottom for high 
climb.. I use three coats of polish until the wing has a smooth glass-
11ke surface, with intermediated 10 nought sarrlings. I make certain 
that the wi~ am fusela~e jum tion is stro~ by applyi~ several lay
ers of cement unt il the joint bas cement fillets. For a final finish 
I use Cedar Wax Floor Polish. This is rubbed on the completed model 
with a soft cloth. Reioomber that the cement will not hold to waxed 
surfaces. 

My wing is set at zero incidence but the right wing is given U. 
,slight washin (wash in the left wing for a left hand throw). The cam
ber on the rudder i ::1 set for a left turn, and trn trailing edge of -the 
~te'bilizer is wal"ped dO..Vn about 1/32". This gives t he elevator a 
positive angle wM ch will .. -tend to make the model go over the hump at 
the peak of the thrc:>vr ll1 thou t dipping. The exact warping has to be 
determined experime ntally. Too much of it will dive the model and too 
little will make th43 model dip and stall. The best launch for this 
setting is to launch the glider as straight up as possible without 
bankiQ5 it at all. By launching the glider without much bank, all the 
speed arrl momentum 1!:!.re saved for the climb. It also lessens the strain 
ordinarily applied to wings on vertical climbing turns. You cannot 
imagine the difference that the positive elevator adjustments will 
have on your glider until yQ.l have actually tr1e~ it out. 
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I believe that Joe Hervat•s outdoor glider is about the finest de
s1gn that I have seen. I have built ohe an:i can get about 150 feet of 
altitude an:i over on windy days. It can ride the wind well and has a 
'beautiful glide when in good shape. 

(Editor's Note: The general outline of Joe Hervat's glider is as 
,shown on the sketch. It is the Editor 1 s belief that the peculiar 
:fuselage shape has a great deal to do with the good spiral stability. 
From observing one of these designs it was noted that recovery from a 
side slip was very fast, am. that there was no tendency to go into a 
spin, such as is often found in other gliders. This . would seem to in
dicate that we should pay more attention to our old friend, the Center 
of Side area.) 
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use we~ paper for covering round 
fuselages, as it can be easily shaped 
to round surfaces, and much more area 
can be covered at one time, without 
cutting narrow strips. 

Farrin Bunker 
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The construction arrl the flying proceaure of the indoor model have 

been well covered 1.n the preceding Year Book end in numerous articles 
appearing in the model magazines, Therefore only new hints of the 
las ·t year have been sketched. 

Success in indoor building and flying depends mostly upon the in
d! vidual. High 'ti.me can only be attained by lmowi ng how to adjust, 
as well as how to. make strong models with the minimum weight. Fairly 
good duration may be achieved by most builders, providi!€ that they 
build a smooth stes.dy model and pay particu lar attention to adjusting 
ao that the counter forces will be at a minimum. 

The most important point to remember when making a model from a 
.plan, is to have all parts the same weight as shown on the plan. An 
accurate scale is indispensable. But remember, there is a difference 
between tlE contest model and the record model. In most cases, the 
record model was flown under the most favorable conditions, while a 
contest model usually has to overcome many diffi_cult ies, mainly l ow 
ceilings and drafts. Therefore, the contest model should be bui lt and 
designed to meet any expecte<i conditions. For wintry days, the mod
el should be strong, so that it can be handled with stiff, cold fin
gers. For a low ceiling don 1 t forget t o let out turns, and use plen
ty ot slack rubber. By keeping in mind that a contest model does not 
necessarily have to be a record-breaking one, you should be able to 
develop a cup-getter suitable for your particular conditions . 

Microfilm 

Microfilm can be easily made by using high grade clear lacquer 
and suf'ficient amount of Cas.tor 011 or Trycresyl Phosphate to make it 
flexible. Just add the plasticiser drop by drop until the desired 
solution is obtained. About an ounce of plasticiser for every quart 
of lacquer will usually prove to be a satisfactory mixture. It is 
best to make a large amount of solution in a single mixture. This 
makes the plasticiser additions less critical, and provides suf'fi
cient amount of solution for a long period in case the drop count is 
lost. It has also 'been found that aged solution is best. For best 
results in making film, be sure that the water is perfectlz clean, 
especially from soap. Also keep the temperature between 70 and eo'?. 
Jold water or draft .s retard the spreading if not make it impos si'ble. 
Joe Hervat's method of removing the film by placing the hoop on the 
top of thA fi. l m has been proven to be very good. 

Double Bearings stop prop vibrations . 
Permit s i de and up or down adju s t
ment s . By us ing9 ~i de thrust the prop 
is pull i ng in circle line instead of 
on a t angent , requiring less rudder 
and ma~e tighter circles possible . 

Ry Don Do nahue 
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Indoor Pusher .............. .. ............. by Jimmy Throckmorton 

There ha.s not been very much written about pusher model s , and the 
hints listed below were found by the tedious but practical 11 test and 
try" method, during six years of experimenting with indoor pushe rs. 

1. Have a sturdy elevator and boom. More ships are erratic and 
unsuccessful because of this than from any other cause. The motor 
sticks must also be straight and strong , or the ship will almost im
possible to adjust. 

2. It is of the utmost importance to have the Cent e r of Gravity 
near the elevator end of the model. This calls for the prop to be as 
light as possible. The wing, you will find, can be made lighter than 
a tractor wing, and will still stand up. 

3. I have seen dozens of pushers fly well for a minute or two 
and then begin to spin or settle down prop first. I found that by 
placing a rudder in front, the flight is normal throughout and is def
initely improved. The rudder is needed in the front to balance the 
side areas caused by the wing and prop. Th e dihedral of the elevator 
is usually to small. The rudder in frot:lt and below has better con
trol with less are 19. with a consequent saving in weight and a lowering 
of the C. G. A h:lgh Canter of Gravity is usually the main fault of 
most pushers . 

4 •. I balance the torque by offsetting the thrust line and I get 
my turn with the u :3e of the rudder. 

I believe that the pusher stands an e qual chance with the tractor. 
The model shown wm1ld tick off 15 minutes consistently. With rede
signing and the incorporation of the latest ideas, maximum areas, and 
e good microfilm prop, the pusher will be able to fly more slowly and 
will coma into the 20 minute class. I hope to demonstrate this fact 
in the Open class, if time permits. 

AERONUTTICS---------
coPv Rl6wr 111 1t1oP. 

"And when I die, I want to go where lubbed knots stay tied." 

11 The only tree in th e place and my model had to hit id" 

Poor Chap ; so young; calm most of the time but keeps mut
tering, "Yt'hy! oh why! did I back stroke!" 

Air Molecule AHimatum from the city of Airmoleculistia: 
11 Tit for Ta·t. You mass us and we will mess you." 

"I owe it all to Assco," said Mr. Paguin after his first solo. 

It's always swear weather when model builders compete together. 

A contestant's greatest asset is his lie-ability. 

Statiscally sp019..king: If all model builders were laid end :o 
end, a steam roller would come very handy. 

"Oh, so that's dope~ I always thought dope was something the 
pilot bad to take before going up." 

"All I said was, 1 It looks nice with all that lacquer but 
will it fly?' 'rhen his eyes went queer." 

Correction: Subi3titute 1GUESSTIMATED 1 for Scientic Design. 
(Merrifield) 

"How do you lik1~ the new 'ANTI~AIRCRAFT' rules? 
{Schumacher) 
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Finishes and Flying S<-ale 

by Roger Harmner 

Flying Scale Models 

It is possible to make almost exact scale models fly well pro
vided that care is taken so that they will be adjusted properly. 
Before attempting the initial flight, check the incidences, which 
should be the scale settings. Remove all unintentional warps. The 
C. G. position should correspond with that of the full size ship; 
that is, it should be at a point 30% of the chord behind the lead
ing edge. If necessary, weight the nose with lead or .clay. 

7.'S 

The first step in testing is to place the model on smooth ground, 
raise the tail until the model is in a horizontal position, and then 
to give the model a suf'ficiently strong shove to make it clear the 
ground. Make any necessary corrections with intermediate flights 
until a smooth glide and a slight right turn are obtained. If the 
model stalls, weight the nose, and if it dives set the stabilizer at 
negative. The ·turn is obtained by the rudder adjustment. The model 
is now ready for the next test. 

Launch the model with a strong end straight forward throw from 
a three foot altitude at a 10° negative arigle. If the model is cor
rectly adjusted, it will remain at the 10° negative angle and have a 
slight right turn. The next step is to wind the motor about t of its 
maximum turns and to launch the model about 12 11 from the ground down 
about 10°. If the model is underpowered, the glide will just be pro
longed and the model will land with winds. If it is overpowered, it 
will zoom and stall. The model that is correctly powered will rise 
about one foot and then gradually assume the gliding position. Not
ice the turn carefully at this stage. If it is excessive, the mod
el will spiral dive when full power is used. If the model behaves 
correctly, the same testing procedure may be carried through ~ turns 
and t turns, until the maximum wind up is re ached. If the model does 
not climb, increase the power and recheck from the beginning for the 
C. G. and other points. For the zooming model, remove a bit of rub
ber and try again after checking the balance. If it now mushes to 
the ground, the trouble probably lies in the thrust line. Replace 
the rubber and set the prop to point down until a satisfactory flight 
is obtained. 

Be sure to go throueh this test procedure before attempting full 
turn flights, Many good models are ruined just because the builder 
is too impatient to take his time in ironing out the kinks. 

£:)._i__gp_~_C_E.~racteristics of Different Designs 

PARASOL MONOPLANES should be capable of tight and steeply climb11'{'" 
turns with the torque and should obtain good altitude. Ex.: Fair
child 22. 

C~NVENTIONAL MONOPLANES should circle with the torque in circles 
of about 40 to 60 feet d1ameter, with very shallow banking but climb
ing rapidly. Ex.: Fairchild 24, Cessna and others. 

MID'JINGS are a bit more tricky to obtain satisfactory .results, 
These models should turn in large diameter circles of about 100 feet 
with medium climb so that the climb will be comparatively shallow to 
prevent a stalling tendency at the end. The midwing adjustments 
should be for a slight zoom at the beginning, turns of about 100 
feet and flat climb. Ex.: Bull Pup, Corbin Racer, Art Chester Racer. 

LOW WINGS usually take a straight run and begin to bank af'Ger 
they reach about 20 feet altitude. Low wings mad~ by the writer 
have climbed fairly steeply in large circles. No difficulty was ex
perienced with stalling when the power was exhausted. Ex.: Howard 
Ike and Pete, and numerous connnercial and military designs. 
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BIPLANES have the same flight characteristics as th3 convention
al monoplanes. The adjustments are practically the same as mentioned 
at the beginning of the article. Double check for incidences and any 
warps. Note: the right turn should occur on all models after the pow
er has been expe nded. 

Flying Scale Propellers 

Since the diameter is restricted by the scale landing gear, the 
needed thrust is obtained by making the blades very wide, almost a 
paddle sha~e. For oxarnple, a 7 11 diameter prop should have blade width 
of about 12". The blade section should be a regular airfoil section 
with about 1/4 11 undorcamber. The props should be made of very hard 
balsa (15 lbs./cu. ft.) or pine especially since weight is usuallt 
needed at the front. 

l'aint and Lac quer Finish~ 

The method of f l nishing dev1..-.1ds upon the surface upon which the 
finish is to be applied. However, the pores of the surface rrrust·b~ 
filled in first, in all cases. Several coats of clear dope will do 
the trick for paper, which has a rather poreless but absorbing sur
face. On wood and silk, which has deep pores, use Jasco Prepared 
Wood Filler. It has a nitre-cellulose base upon ~hich dope, lacquer, 
or paint can be applied without fear of the filler rising from un-
der the finished surface . It also c ontains the lightest possible fil
ler ingreqients obt ninable and which no standard connnercial filler 
has. It is of a cl13an white color, and is plastic ised to prevent the 
warping of thin surfaces. It can be sanded smooth with ordinary sand
paper without fear of clogging the sandpaper. It should be applied 
with a brush. 

The pain or l acquer should be f lowed on the surface with ~ ~ood 
soft brush, preferably a red sable brush. For a paper finish, one or 
two coats will be sufficient.. For wood and silk, the number of coats 
'depends upon the type of model. If lightness is desired, about two 
coats will do, but .for the best possible finish, add as many coats as 
are necessary to completely hide the surfac e normally seen through the 
lacquer and paint. After several coats have been applied, they should 
be rubbed down with 320 "Wet or Dry" paper. Add several more coats 
and rub down with 400 A 11 WoD" paper. For the final finish, rub down 
with a polishing compound such as Valspar Rubbing and Polishing Com
pound. For addi t ional weather and moisture protection apply two coats 
of Simonize. Apply it with a wet cloth to prevent the burning of the 
finish. A high gloss may be obtained by rubbing briskly with a soft 
cloth like flannel. 

NOTE: Be sure to let the lacquer, paint, or dope dry thoroughly 
between each coat, and allow it to harden before rubbing. 

For a glider finish, j ust use one or two coats of Jasco Prepared 
Wood Filler, sand very smooth with 10 Nought and finish with Simonize 
For weight rule ~liders, several coats of plasticised dope should be 
applied before Simonizing . Be sure to apply the Filler evenly, first 
with the grain and then against it. The surface should be sanded un
til the paper begins to scrape the top of the wood. 
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GASOLINE MODELS 

Most of the present gas model designs have been derived from 
rubber powered models, and the high percent age of crackups emphas
izes the unsoundne.ss of this procedure. The speed of the gas mod
el is much greater and it approaches the border of the regular pow
er plane design closely enough to permit t he use of t he benefits of 
regul ar aeronautical research. 

The first step in designing a model is to decide upon the en
gine to be used. Once the power is known, the model can be design
ed for any desired purpose. The decision may be guided by the fol
lowing suggested maxinmm total weight of the model, for the engines 
now on the market. 

·Make of Engine sus~· Max. Wt. Make of Engine Su~. Max. Wt. 
Elf ::IL lbs. Brown lbs. 2 
Ba.by Cyclone 4 lbs. Tlush 7 lbs. 
Gwin 6 lbs. Grayspec ( Br.) 9 lbs. 
Lout rel 6 lbs. Forster 10 lbs. 
Ohlsson 7 lbs. Comet (Br.) 10 lbs. 

Thes e figure s are based on a wing loading of .5 lb./sq. ft. 
A ligh~er wi ng loading permits an increased maximum weight, while 
a he a.vier wing loading calls for a lower maxinrum weight. These 
figures are approximate, and are based on the maximum engine out
put. Do not e xpect a. sulky and half-hearted motor to fly a heavy 
model. 

~ 

The actual weight of the model should be about 75% of the sug
gested maxinrum i n order to allow for a reserve. With the weight 
and wing leading known, the area of the wi ng can be easily deter
mined. The wing loading should range from 5 to 8 oz./sq. ft. for 
endurance models, and may be as high as 12 oz./sq. ft. for fast arrl 
high climb jobs . It should also be noted that large mode ls will u
su~lly have a h i gher ·wing loading because of the needed structural 
strength. 

The general t~iory as presented at the beginning of the book i~ 
applicable i n all phas es to the gas model. The choice of the air
foil depends upon the wing loading. The Clark Y and N-11 are quite 
suitable for light loading (5-6 os./sq. ft.) while a thicker and 
higher cambered section i s needed for a heavier loading. The RAF 32 ; 
Eiffel 431, and simil ar sections will serve very well for 8 oz./sq. 
ft. For still heavier loadings, the NACA 6415 and NACA 97 will do. 

An approximate lift and drag calculation can be obtained by us
ing .the regular lift and drag formulas. It is highly recommended 
that y ou become us ed to worai ng with these formulas. By constant 
practise and obs ervati on you will be abl e to note whether an air
foil does its theoretical work. 

The wing c onstruction should make use of deep spars, structural 
s ections, balsa covered leading edges with a box spar combination, 
fairly close spaced ribs of "C" stock, and tips of a combination of 
balsa and bamboo or metal tubing. 
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Fuselage 

The length of the fuselage depends upon the area of .t;he wing and 
the motor distance from the C. G. A fair rule to follow is to use 
the following fornrula: 

Fuselage length in inches m Wing area in square inches 
15 

The motor position is usually at about one half of the chord from 
the leading edge. The calculated fuselage length may be decreased 
if the motor is closer to the C. G. than this. 

The fuselage should b e as streamlined as possible. The repeated 
high performance of well adjusted streamlined models should convince 
us that it pays to streamline. If the Nth degree cannot be achieved, 
try to come as close to it as possible. Square sections should h a ve 
rounded corners or false turtlebacks. The width/depth ratio of a rec
tangular section should be about 1/2 . Be sure to faire the motor and 
to use cowling s that are hin ged so tha t ad .iUB tments may be made e as 
ily without taking the whole front apart. The point to remember is 
that a low drag model can fly with much less power than a blunt design 
provided that the wing loading is the srune. This will provide a gen
erous power reserve in high winds and als o allow a lower fuel consump 
tion on ideal days. Another point is that the power may fluctuate to 
quite a degre e without making nru.ch difference in the flight of the 
streamlined model, while the 11 flying brick" type of model usually will 
need full throttle for satisfactory performance. The streamline idea 
should be applied to the whole mode l a nd every point should be consid
ered. 

Construction 

The simplest fus elage constructi on is the regular longe ron and 
cross-brace framework. For small models, 3/16" sq. hard balsa will 
be found adequate. For 5 to 7 ft. span designs , u~e 1/411 sq. hard 
balsa. Use 3/8" sq. for larger models. Diagonal braces help to 
stiffen the s tructure, and although the covering may provide enough 
stiffness it is advisable to use diagonals near the nose and tail. 
Monocoque construction is comparatively simp le provid ing tha t the 
bulkheads are plotted carefully. The bulkheads may be of 1/8" to 
3/16

11 
laminated balsa sheets or 3/32 11 to 1/811 soft plywood. A 

round section is the simplest t o plot. The elliptical section is 
als o easy, if an ellipse such as t he one shown, is used. The mono
coque covering should be of 1/8" so.ft balsa stock in strips, or in 
sheets with s lip;ht cut-ins for bending. These mav- be covered with 
paper or silk. The most important point to kee p in mind when bui ld
ing fuselages is to use plenty of cement and to apply several inter
mediate coa ts . 

Landing Gear 

The simple st and most practical landing gear is one made of 3/32 " 
or 1/8" diameter stoel wire, arranged in a tripod. In many cases, 
the wire may be fixHd directly to the fuselage with ceroo nt a nd thread. 
This arrangement is a bit s tiff and a much better practi ce is to p iv
ot the fr on t struts and to tie the rear with rubber to a llow for 
shocks. The wire can be shaped by fast e ning i·t in a vise and hannner
ing just above the vis e until the desired bend is obtained. The wire 
is too hard t o dril l or tap until it has be en annealed. This can be 
done by heating it red hot a nd then plun~ing it into water. The join
ing of the three wires a t the apex of t he tripod alway s presents a 
problem. The rubte r thread method used by Roger Hammer has been provec 
to be almost perfect. It permits the landing gear to be folded for 
packing and yet holds the wire together very satisfactorily. It is 
even better than the wire bound and solde red joint which sometimes 
loosens 
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Ta1l Surf aces and Dihedral 

The tail surfaces sho~ld be strong enough to retain their shape 
after covering and doping. A warped surface can give a great deal of 
trouble, especially if the warp is small and the cause of the mis
behaviour of the "model is attributed to some other pat. The area of 
the stabilizer can be computed by the fornrula given in the Theory 
chA.pter, in which the coefficient used should be • 70. 

An incorrect rudder and dihedral ratio is the cause of most spiral 
dives. The reason "'ill be found in the Theory chapter. As mentioned 
there, the dihedral angle depends a great deal upon the torque. Since 
the torque varies a great deal with different props and motors we can 
only approximate th13 correct amounts from experience. A minimum di
hedral of o" is recommended for wjngs · having spans of undAr four feet . 
.L<'or larger wing spans, 1 11 to lt unaer both tips for each foot of 
span will suffice. The size of the rudder should be calculated as 
accurately as possible, as shown in the Theory chapter. Don't forget 
that in a gas model that "that little extra to make sure" is sometimes 
very disastrous. If your present model spins very ea.a ily, check the 
dihedral and rudder .. Then either increase the dihedral or decre ase 
the rudder area. RHmember that spins caus.e more damage than any other 
accident· except head-on collisions, and that incorrect side area dis
tribution is the moHt common cause of the spin. 

Propeller 

Gas model props have a comparatively low blade angle caused by · 
the large die.meter und low pitch. The usual pitch-diameter ratio is 
about .6, which is fllightly less than that used on full size ships. 
By referring back t<> the Prop theory you will notice that at such 
low angles the lift component of the airfoil reaction is almost in 
line with the thrust line. Therefore the torque is almost all due to 
the drag of the section. Knowing that the torque is our greatest 
drawback and that it is caused by the drag of the prop sec ti on, we 
·can lessen it by bej_ng very careful of how we make the blades. To 
obtain the highest L/D we must ca~ve the section to a definite e.ir
'fo11, and also smooth and polish the blades. The Clark Y is a good 
airfoil section for props. 

Prop blanks should be made of a hard wood, such as birch, hick
ory walnut or bas11, or any other wood that has a . close grain and 
doe~ not spiit easi y. For laminated props, 1/8" walnut and birch 
sheets will do. Be sure to use good Casein glue and provide an even 
and high pressure while the glue is .setting. The carving can be sim
plified a great dea. if the blank is laid out before carving. The 
blank layout must bo such that every point has the s e.me pitch. This 
can be done by draw i ng the outline first and then computing the thick
ness along the diamoter. The actual carving can be done with a rasp 
file, sanding disk, Q.nd knife. Leave the hub portion strong and 
thick and taner the thickness gradually towards the tips. Remember 
that heavier - prop~ vdli give a much smoother motor run and also make 
starting easier ~ue to chair greater inertia. 

Conclusion 

Other gas mod13l points are covered in the . oontribution section, 
~nd it is not necessary to repeat them here. Before concluding, it 
might be mentiClled that we must not · be too careless with gas models. 
They are actually dangerous if we let them roam over the countryside.. 
Use self-timers for testing in restricted fields. Also design the mo~ 
dels so that when -t;hey do collide, the impact will be upon absorbing 
structure. This can be done by pl acing the motor in a pusher position 
or above the wing, and also by having the landing gear extend beyond 
the prop rotations.. Keep these points in mind so that we may enjoy 
the sport without restrictions. 
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f~o-Axial Propell_.r 

by Jim Haffey 

The torque pr_oblem in models is very important due to the large 
propel l er and relat:Lvely powerful rubber motor. It is a source of sur 
prise to me to see that more model build ers are ,not int e r es ted in this 
solution of the torque proble m. 

The main d rawbac:ks of co-axial prop s a r e the we igh t, the difficulty 
of making suitable genrs, a nd also the difficulty of windi ng the rubber 
with a. winder when n to r que tube in helioco pter form is used. The meth
od which I have used succes sfully for ove r a year i s to use a torque 
tube, but with modifications, to enable me to wind the motor with a 
winder. Incidental l y, fli ght results have be e n mor e than satisfactory. 
The above method may be us ed on all types of models. Th e only change is 
in the sizes of the component parts. 

The torque tube system is used by provid i ng a bearing i n the front. 
and rear a nd a r e vo l ving anchorage. The re is very little bearing fri c 
tion, and the 1 prop pull is taken c a r e of by th G ball bearing washer. 

Cons truc tion: The t or que tube is made of 3 / 6 4 11 sheet bals a . For ex
tra powerful models it is advisable to use two or three 1/32" she e ts, 
rolled one on top of eac'h other. Tl}e front portion consists of p lug "A" 
which fit s snugly in the s p inne r "811 whi ch is cemented t o the tube. The 
two bearings "B'1 ar H made of sheet aluminum. The holes are made to al
low the tube to rotnte fre e ly without vibrat ion. Th~ holes should be 
finished with a blunt reamer to provide a round contact surf ace . Coa t 
the tube with 5 or 6 co a ts of cement where it contacts the bevr ings. 
Do thi s every 30 or 40 flights to make up for wear. The re ar plug is 
not cemented to the tube because of replacement of rubber, but is made 
to fit snugly. The s p inner "T" must b e very smooth in operation. For 
light jobs a light trout fishing troll will d o , but for heavier motors 
make as shown in tho sketch. If the mode l i s of t he fusela ge type, the 
·whole assembly can be made removable by providing the anchor pin "M". 

The r ub ber is wound by the front prop shaft, a nd may be stretched 
by removing the plug "A'). Fre ewheeling need be a pplied to only the 
front prop in the usual manner . Be su r e t o use p lenty of Vaseline on 
the torque tube bearings as well a s all other revo l ving points. 
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Low Speed A irfoils 

by Frea J . Rogerson 
Reprint from "Canadian Aviation" 

Realizing tha~ we have been handicapped by lack of data concern
ing low speed airfoils , I decided to make a series of free fli ght 
tests. I built a weight rule model and a number of wings wi th iden
tical plan f orms, ureas, and weights, but with different airfoil sec
tions. Then with tihe aid of a stop watch, a 100 foot tape line , and 
plenty of blue sky 1, I proceded to make some tests. 

Early in the experiment, I found that t he Reynolds number is not 
a reliable measure for comparing airfoil sections at low speed. The 
rule adopted by tho Germans for comparing glider s ections seems more 
suitable for our purpose, especially since the spe ed of soaring glid
ers is reasonably ~1low, and the prime requi site of a model is to soar 
well. This compar i son rule is based on t~ median line (me an chord 
line) . The greateI' the arching of this line, the max imum thic kness 
remaining the same J, the slower will be the sinking velocity a nd great· 
er the soaring abi l ity. See Fig. 1. This I found to hold true with 
the airfoils tested. 

The above rule1 serves gliders very wel l , sinc e t hey are c ontinu
ously gliding down, but for power model work we must cons ider ot her 
factors, mainly, that of getting the great est height with the limited 
power. Although aJ.rfoils with a thickness relation of 1:5 have proved 
successful, it would be next to impossible to design a propeller of 
reasonable proport:1.ons that would fly such a wing t o sufficient al
titude for the mean cAmber to get in its work. I f ound that the pow
er required depend s a great deal upon the angle (N) at which the lead
ing edge meets the air , and also the maxirrrum thickness of the airfoil. 
See Fig. 2. A "Phillips " entering Qdge can be used to reduce t he 
value of N and yet retain the good mean camber. See Fig . 3. In the 
tests, pointed lead ing edges, and those of very s·mall radius showed 
up r~asonably well for this purpose. They also provided better stab
ility at large angles of attack. I believe that the reason for this 
latter characteristic is that the dividing line be t ween the upper and 
lower airflow is de termined by the form oft~ leading edge. The 
blunter edge will t end to change the C. P. gradually, while tbe point
ea edge delays the shifting, until a~ large angles of attack it shifts 
suddenly, causing e. stable moment. 

The airspeed of a model airfoil is too low to build up high pres
sure at the leading edge, as in commercial practise. The absence of 
this condition causes a very heavy boundary layer of turbulent air a
bout the airfoil which reduces the lift/drag value . However, t he 
pointed air foils cut their way cleanly through the air, causing very 
little resistance, although the lift value is slightly r educed with 
this feature. 
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AIRFOIL N in B in Max. Thick. 
Degrees Degrees % of Chord 

St.Cyr 52 Caudron 8 . 0 3.5 10. 
Gottigen 436 9 . 0 4 .0 11.08 

C-72 9 . 0 4.5 11.?3 
G. Light 9 .5 5.25 11.? 
U.S.A. 40 8 . 5 4 .5 13.72 

Driggs 11.0 3 .5 13.?2 
N.A .C.A. 6409 13.0 6.75 9.0 

Eiffel 385 8 .0 3 . 5 13.3 
Grant 11.5 6 .0 1 3 .4 

Gottigen 81 16.0 ?.o 7.3 
R.A.F. 32 10.4 6 . 25 12.? 

Martin 40 11.5 6 . 3 22 .1 
Clark Y 12.0 5. 0 11.7 

The lift of an airfoil is in proportion to the maximum thickness 
and the angle (B) made by the chord line and the mean camber line at 
a point 50% from the trailing edge. See Fig . 2. The chord is defin
ed as the line between the extreme leading edge and the trailina e dge. 
It should not be confused with the dntum line, from which the airfoil 
is layed out. Undercamber carefully applied is an efficient method 
of increasjna lift 

These are the n.ost important airfoil characteristic requirements, 
and cen be applied to any section we choose. Table I shows t he angle 
of the leading edge to the airflow (N), the angle between the chord arrl 
mean camber lines (B), and the airfoil. The choice will be left to the 
reader as the requirements depend upon the wing loading of the model. 

The test wing construct ion consisted of a 3/32" x 1/4" leading edge, 
a 1/16" x 1/8" top spar, a 1/16 11 x 1/4" trailing edge, and rib spacing 
of l~" . The grain of th~ tissue was parallel with the chord and the 
wing was doped with water and two coats of clear dope. On a highly 
cambered section, the s ag in the covering was found to be as much as 
1/8 11 at a point about 20% from the leading edge . After the first tests 
these wings were covered with 1/64" sheet balsa from a point 30% from 
the leading e d ge on the upper surface to a point 20% on the lower sur
face. This g ave an ave rage increase in duration of 25 to 30%. Still 
greater improv ement should be obtained from wings covered entirely wit h 
oals a. 

Speaking generally, an airfoil should have: 
1. A general pleasing streamlined appearance, with out any very ab

rupt changes in the curvature. 
2. A leading edge of small radius, or one tbat is pointed. 
3. The maximum height of the mean camber line at a point 40 to 50% · 

from the leading edge. 
4. No excess upper camber or under camber, as this may mean excess

ive drag with no compens~ting increase of lift. 
5. No excessive crunber below the chord line of the "M." type of air

foils, as this will decrease the lift. 
6. A mean camber of .045 to . 055 of the chord, as this seems to 

give the best - performance. 

To predict or calculate the performance of any wing, the finished 
wing nrust have no sag in the covering. I might add that in tests a .1 
oz. greater wing loading per sq. ft. makes the difference between so~r
ing and a straight glide in. I have found that the "Grant Section", as 
used on c. H. Grant's twin pusher and twin tractor, a very good all-a
round section. The greatest draw-back is that it absorbs considerable 
power from a single motored job. 
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Twl.n Pu sher 

oy Edward I. Manulkin 

You old timers will remember that in the days before 1934, twin 
pushers were winning almost every contest, bringing to their build
ers every sort of :p rize, from kits to trips to Europe. Usually the 
winning flight time was about three minutes. Very few of the pre-
1934 tractors compared well with twins in performance . 

This state continued until about two years ago, when the exper
ienced builders began to understand more thoroughly the importance 
of streamlining, o:f design, and of proper adjusting. Since the sin
gle tractor was th1~ easiest to streamline and to ad.1ust, the twin · 
pusher was greatly neglected, so that at present most of the records 
are held by tractors. You will note that it was the application of 
stre11mlining and adjusting that caused the increase of tractor time. 
Of the two, probably adjusting is the more important. 

Some reasons why the tractor has superseded the standard twin 
pusher fl re: 

1. The enclosing of the rubber motor, thereby eliminating that 
source of drag in glide and flight, as well as eliminating rubber 
shifting. 

2. The use of :30ar1ng airfoils. 
3. The use of larger and slower props, perm! tted because of the 

jecreas e of dr sg. 

It can readily be seen that the standard "A" frame with ex}Josed 
rubber is a t a disadvantage against the slick tractor. Such twins 
fly by the use of :3 heer brute power, and it is this. feature that is 
tteir downfall, as in the case of all brutes. However, new stream
lined versions of the twin pusher began to appear early in 1934, but 
not very much attention was puid to them in the grand rush to get on 
the trnctor•s bandwagon. Tbose who did build these new designs were 
pleasantly surprised when they found that these streamlined models 
would fly with les :3 povier e. nd larger props, as well as have a flat
ter glide. 

I have been building outdoor twin pushers for about five years. 
I obtained durations of up to 12 minutes with the orthodox designs, 
after patient surface layout and numerous adjustments. However, 
when I designed and built my first streamlined twin, my duration in
creased tremendously. My first official flight in a contest resulted 
j n an out-of-sight flight. It was recovered a few days hi ter, about 
3 miles from the starting point. During the second contest, it climb
ed like an elevator until the power was exhausted and then soared out 
of sight afte1· about 17 minutes. This time i,t was recovered after I 
was informed of its whereabouts by mail. The d~stance of this flight 
was about 15 miles f_rom the starting point. This flight strengthened 
my belief that tractors were not as superior as some would have us 
believe. The combination of a staggered "A" frame and enclosed mot
ors seems to point the way toward wresting the duration record from 
tractors, espee>ially when the new weight rules are pu.t into effect. 
A conservative estimate of the duration of that remarkable flight is 
two hours or more. The point to keep in mind though, is that every 
flight was of top-notch quality. 

I have never lu:i.d any real difficulties with twin pushers. How
ever, I have found the following adjusting hints hHndy, and they may 
~rove of value to other twin pusher flyers. 

1. If the model flies well under power but stalls in the glide, 
check the relative incidences. The cause is usually excessive incid
ence. io negative for the wing and 30 positive for the elevator is 
just about right. 
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2 . If the model refuses to turn, the trouble may be caused by too 
much dihedral in the wing or elevator. A safe rule to follow is to 
use 1 inch per fo o t of wing span for the wing, on each side, and li 
inches per foot of elevator span for the e levator, on each side. 

3. Use freewheelings ti1at work every time. You never can tell 
which fli ght will use them most. 

4. Props shou1d spin very freely and not g rind at the bearing. 
Ball bearing washors are excellent for eliminating such friction. 

5. Make sure that props are in line and do not hit each other un
oer power or in the gl~de. Use double bearings t o prevent this and 
also to insu r e true runni~. 

6. The "A 
11 

frame should be very rigid. When your twin does a 
half-roll-loop into the ground, you can be sure that the torque ha~ 
twist e d the frame. 

7. Use plenty of power and have a light, s treamline¢ ship. This 
combir'ltion h as broken many records. 

If the above remarks are kept in mind at the next contest or 
while making a new model, you may be reasonably sure of seei~ your 
handiwork "a slight s pec k in the blue ceiling", giving thos e tractor 
boys something to worry about. (Ed. note: and anyway it takes a man 
to wind up a powerful twin!) 
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CONCERNING TOWLINE GLIDERS--------------------------By John Eggleston 
1. Be absolutely sure that each wing is perfectly balanced. Slightest 

o:ff balance will produce a roll. 
2. Al .ways fillet the wing butts. The added strength more than offsets 

the additional weight. 
~. Do not fly a sailplane in a high wind. The chances of a good flight 

are scarce. 
4. Use the lightest string possible. I usa No. 30 colored thread. 
5. Never pull the string just before launching the mod e l. This makes 

the model stall with chance of spinning or other instabilities. 
6. To help the eyesight, polish the fuselage 1 use colored tissue,stain 

with a little red dooe ~xed with clear. 3ilver high points. 
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1•a.1ti .. r-Ma~he ~lodel 

by Fred Mayfield 

Usually papier-mache work is made by s oRking paper in water un
til it becomes pu PY and then making a mixture from this pul n and a 
small amount of Plaster of Paris. Thi s mixture is pl r: stic ei-iough to 
be worked with the hands or moulded from pat ter ns, into any de sired 
sha pe . When the. water evaporates, the resul t is a light and fairly 
strong form. For model work the vrocedure used is slightly differ
ent, in that the paper is not reduced to a pulp, but is used. in sheet 
form. 

The first step in preparing the parts of a papier-mache model is 
to carve a form or a pattern of the part to be construc t ed . This 
form can be made of white pine or balsa. The flat wing mounting of 
a fuselage can be carved to shape or built up with clay. Any other 
protuberanc es (such as headrests, wing fillets, etc. ) can also be 
built up of clay. The pine form should then be sanded smooth and 
varnished. If balsa is used, several coats of shellac should be an
plied. The form should also be rigged up so that it can be rotated 
on its lateral center line as shown. The papier-mache construction 
procedure is as follows: 

Cut a sheet of bamboo paper into strips app!' oxima tely 2" x 8 11
• 

Cut up only one she e t at a time until you know j~st about how many 
you will need. Grease the form well with Vaseline, cold crea.'11, or 
some other greasy substance. Be sure to apply it liberally so that 
the paper will not. stick to the form. Next, mix a bowl of wallpaper 
paste. (Common library paste may be used if it is mixed with water 
until creamy. Ho111•ever, it is quite expensive.) Now drag one of the 
p~per strips through the paste. Wipe off the excess. Apply this 
coated paper strip to t~ form in a s piral direction by rote.tine the 
form. Repeat this process. with other strips until the form is com
pletely covered with one coat of paper. Be sure to have a slight 
overlap at the junction of the strips. 

Another layer of paper is to be applied in th~ same manner, ex
cept that the spiral should run in the opposite direction. We need 
still another layer to obtain .a safe margin of strength. This third 
coating is applied in the same direction as the first. For normal 
work, three coats will suffice. Use more layers if greater strength 
is desired. Let the completed job dry for about 24 hours to allow 
the paste to set and dry. 

To remove the fuselage from the form, cut the fuselage on the 
bottom either in t"ront or in the back and slide it off the form. If 
it sticks, or if the shape does not allow the 'removal t.o be made in 
this fashion, cut it full length. If it sticks too hard to the form 
it may be necessary to cut it along the top as wel,l. I found that 
two bulkheads situated directly beneath the wing mounts are the only 
necessary internal supports. These should be made first of card
board and fitted in arrl then cut out of laminated 1/16" sheet. After 
the bulkheads have been glued in plaoe, the seam should be glued and 
sealed with a 1/2" strip of bamboo paper. 
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Little Things Count 

by Clement Turansky 

At present I have oh.e Baby Cyclone and two Brown Engines. I have 
found that by using the Pyroil that comes in the yellow can marked 
"A", in my fuel mixture, I can get more power and speed from the en
gine. I broke in my new Brown with Pyroil for six hours. The motor 
boys at the Buffalo meet said that my motor was the most powerful one 
there. It pulled the ship up to about 1,000 feet in one and one half 
minutes. 

Pyroil is liquid graphite. When it is mixed with the fuel in the 
proportion recommended on the label, it forms a surface skin on the 
cylinder and piston walls and thus 1ncreases the compression ratio. 
Pyroil should also be used after the motor is broken in, in orde r to 
keep the compression up and prevent freezing. However, remember to 
use the fuel mixture as specified by the manufacturers. Pyroil just 
keeps the compression up by filling in scored spots and possible 
tolerances be tween the pis ton and cylinder walls. After I broke in 
rrI1 Cyclone with Pyroil I timed the engine for lli minutes on! oz. of 
gas, and I was running the engin~ wide open at tbat. However, Pyroil 
is not a cure-all. Use only the recommended proportions. 

If your Cyclone is hard to start, or if it bucks, check the con
tact points. They should be about .010 11 apart in the open position. 
If they are not, get an object of this thickness, and bend the turn
down portion of too cont actor until an .010 11 gap is obtained. By 
doming or rounding t~ contact points, the life of the betteries will 
be prolonged, and the contacts will be much cieaner and firmer. But 
be sure that when they are so filed that you keep them bright, as t.he 
sparks may build up a hard insulating surface . I am also using a 
sprinp; between the needle valve washers and the engine, to prevent 
the valve from turning and changing the mixture. Also, be sure that 
you do not have a mixture that is too leant because as the model 
gains altitude the engine is liable to conk. 

On my gas model I used a slight right rudder, and the ship · would 
bank sharply or would dive in with the torque, under power. Then I 
applied the regular rubber model correction by shifting the wing so 
thut the left side was about 2 11 ahead of the right side (se e Fig. 3 . ) 
and ,the difficulty disnppeared. (This correction far excessive bank
ing will be found especially apt for rubber models using too rrruch 
right rudder J 

I went through the whole sununer without breaking one rubber mot
or. (Ed.: New record for active flyers-- I wonder who will get one 
whole year?). I have found that rubber that is not aged nroperly will 
break very suddenly, especially if a poor lubricant is used. I use 
the following ageing procedure: I keep too rubber in a cardboard 
container in a dark, cooJ corner for ab~ut 3 weeks, and then r take 
it out and put it in airtight jars, and· leave it for about 3 weeks. 
The rubber is now ready for use. I prepare and lube all my motors 
the night before the contest so that the lubric ~ nt can penetrate in 
;o the rubber pores. The lubricant sh0uld be as slippery as ]lOss
~ble. By using these precautions, I can get 1100 to 1180 turns on 
18 strands of l/Sth, 24 11 lor-g. 
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My winding procedure is as follows: I stretch the motor to about 

tnree times its length, and then wind about 75 turns with a 4-1. At 
this point there is a slight "give" in the rubber and I stretch it a
bout 1211 more and keep on windill?;. I start to come in at about 195 
to 200 crank winds so that when I am close to t:ffi model I have about 
280. I t~n pack in another 5 or 10 for the first burst of power. 
It is advisable to get accustomed to this method before using it for 
a contest so that you can get the feel of the rubber tension when it 
ls just ab out to break. 

Some Notes Concerning Gliders 

The wings and tail seem to have the unpleasant habit of parting 
oompany with the fuselage whenever the glider plow21 into the ground. 
To minimize this tendency I use four co ats of cement with .long enough 
intervals between t:ffim to allow the cement to set real hard. When 
:this 1s all done I prepare "plastic balsa" by mixing fine balsa dust 
;with thick dope in about half and half proportion. I spread this mix
ture over the top of the wing joint, as well as on the bottom portion. 
I let it set for about 20 minutes, arrl then I work the fillet into 
smooth flowing lines with lubed fingers. This will break the surface 
crust so I let it ary for about 20 minutes more, -a!!J then again form 
the fillet, t his time with more pressure. AftElr letting it dry over..; 
night, I finish the fillet with sandpaper us ing coarse at t~e begin
ning am ten-nought to finish. The glider is then finished all over 
with the regular four coats of finishing dope, ar:rl a final coat of 
good grade floor wax. I have built five gli ders in this manner ar:rl 
have already lost four of them. The last one is still ·in active ser
vic~ ~fter six months of hard usage. For indoor gliders I found that 
light quarter-grained balsa for wings and taiis" and hard 1/811 balsa 
tor fuselages are best. I learned later that Wally Sinuners uses 
nothing but these grades for his indoor glider work. 
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Editor's Note: Approximate vertical velocities in 
Of rising air are ns follows: 

Thunderstorms Deflections (Hills) 
Rate 44-!!o ft./sec. 10-27 ft./sec. 
Max. Ht. 20,000 ft. depends upon hills 

feet per second, 

Convection (Heat) 
7-24 rt ./sec. · 
4,000 ft. 
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ThP-rmals 

by Dick Everett 

Therm~ls utilized by models are mostly of the c onvection type. 
Such currents are developed by the differences of air temperature. 
As you all know, heated air expands and increases in volume and so 
tends to rise above the. colder air. Such phenomena occur whenever 
there are groun6 spots thAt have different rates of heat absorption. 
For example , bodies of water require a large amount of he n t to raise 
their temperature, while concrete requires a relatively short expos
ure to the sun before becoming heated and acting as a mirror to the 
aw1' s heat. 

The following types of terrain have a quick heat-saturation pe
riod, af'ter which the air in inmedia te contact with the ground is 
warmed: ooncrete, asphalt, sand, hard ground, plowed fields with a 
hard-crusted surface, ripened grain fields, and the like. Bodies 
,of water, green fields, trees, a nd objects which keep on absorbing 
the heat, do not heat the surrounding air. 

From the above explanation we can see that for best results we 
should fly the model in such thermal-producing areas. On the air
port, the best spot is in the center of the runway or the large cir
cle of concrete or asphalt. The tops of administration buildings 
am the concrete aprons in front of the hangars also give up hot 
risers. However, these risers have a limited altitude and it is 
best to wait for cumulus clouds if there are any in the sky. These 
cumulus clouds are the peaks of upward convection currents formed 
somewhere and carried over the ccuntryside by the wind. Therefore 
our objective is to have the model raised high enough by the local 
thermals to have it contact the cloud thermals. The rest is up to 
your eyesight and possible horizontal velocity. 

If the clouds are high, release the model just when the clouds · 
are apDroaching the field, to enable the model to rise to its high
est point just when the cloud is passing over it .. For low clouds, 
release the model when they are about across the field. In this man
ner the model will not be drawn up into the clouds too fast, as it 
will more or less be on the outskirts of the thermal. Thermals can 
be found 'as late as 6 o 1 clock in the afternoon, and on many occasions 
we have clocked over 12 mirrutes on risers over Pittsburgh Airport at 
this, time. 

On windy days there are few ground thermals as the wind cools the 
ground and at the same time sweeDs them away in case they are forming. 
On such days we should also be cnreful where we launch the model. The 
behaviour of the wind is such that it provides an upcurrent in front 
of an obstacle and a down current behind it. (This current is util
ized by soarers to glide in front of a hill.) Therefore we should 
launch the model away from such obstacles unless the model is a pow
erful climber, in which case the upcurrent would be r~ther helpful. 
This upward deflection of wind can be used advantageously for tovf'
line or hand lvunched gliders. 

Gener1:1.l Hi nts 

Place clay on the bottom of your glider wings at the c. G. to 
get the gliders up higher, outdoors. This incr_eases the spe~d which 
in turn flat t ens the glide c onsiderably. For best result have the 
glider highly polished. Dope propellers silver for visibility. The 
shining propeller reflects the light. Al~o cover the fuselage silv~r 
or yellow. Cover the wing red erd 1;he s tabilizel" yellow, arn dope 
three times to ·obtain a colored traTI~areney. 
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From E:r~.rienee 

by Henry Stiglmeier 
President of the , Centinela M. A. c. 

Airfoils 

I have tried all types of ~lrfoils an:! "I find that the undercam
bered type, eapecia1ly the Eiffel 431, ls best for duration models. 
1
I u.s~d that air.toil on• 150 sq. ·in. cabin job which .did not fly 
less than 20 minutes .tor three Sundays in a rqw. It did 46, 32, and 
~ mimites and 8VentUally flew out of sight. I find that the Clark 
Y is not so good far weight rule models. 

Power and Propellers 

In general I use two less strands of 1/8" flat rubber than the 
.4111111eter of the propeller in inches. Large diameter, low pitch props 
'aean to work.best for me. A pitch-diamete~ ratio of lt: 1 is good. 
(Bx.ample: 16 diameter, 20" pitch.) My props range in diameter from 
"2 to ' •5~ ot the wing span. I find that a, lt" x 2" block ls very 
good for fs•, 17", and 18" props. I cup the back side of a two inch 
blade from l/16a to 3/32". The prop la~out that I use is as shown:. 

~T~U/N~ .ii.~ .atNA" ~ F.a:.w 4 ~ •V 
Jr ~ '6·@-U 

Pusher v. Tractor 

I have made many pushers and almost as many tractors. I find 
'that tra~tors are easier to adjust, and I am sure that they climb 
.as well as pushers. I dislike lJUshers far three reasons:-- first, 
~t is difficult t~ make them circle satisfactorily thrcughout the 
entire flight; second, it is hard to determine the correct amount of 
elevator dihedral to prevent the model from swinging; third, since 
the leading airfoil in either a pusher or a tractor sha.ild be of 
higher camber than the following airfoil, the main wing of a pusher 
cannot ha.ve as high a camber. a~ is desirable without overcamberi~g 
tbs elevator section. In ell, I believe the tractor to be just as 
1table as the pusher, and that it rides the thermals better. 

Rudder and Stabilizer 

. For the average cabin o~ stick model, I found that rudders hav
~ng an area of about 14% of the wing area are very satisfactory. A 
em.all rudder will allow the model to spin wben side thrust is used. 
The area of a lifting tail should be about 40~ of the. wing area, when 
the model bal ances at the trailing edge of the wing. 

Aspect Ratio 

T~l( aspect ratio of lifting tails may be as high as 7 with good 
·results. High aspect ratio rudders are not good. I have tried sev
era1 high aspect ratio wings and I believe that 12-1 is about as high 
as one should use. It seems to me that the model will not soar or 
fly very ~ell when using wings of more than 12-1 aspect ratio. For 
all-around perfo?"mance, I pref~r an aspect ratio of 10-1 or 11-1. 
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Tapered Wings end Sweepback 

I have built many tapered wings and have not as yet been able to 
see any aerodynam~cal advantage over straight wings of medium and 
high aspect ratio. The sweepbeck design seems to make the models 
bank and circle exiiessively. 

Incidence 

I once had the idea th.at if I increased the angle of incidence 
of the wing and tail, keeping the difference in angle the same, I 
would need less down thrust. However, after nruch experiment1ng6 I 
found the opposite to be true. It is best to use about 2° to 3 
incidence on the main wing. 

Nose Plug tLld Freewheeling 

The use of dress-snaps for fastening noseplugs cannot be over
emphasized. Besides having the nose readily removable, the props 
will not break, nor will the shafts bend {as they tend to do if pins 
are used), because the nose merely snaps off. Be sure to use a lit
tle judgment in using the right strength sYEp. 

The freewheeler shown has been in use for a long time, and fail
ures have been rare. The most important factor ls to make it work 
freely before the model has been flown. I wind all my models from 
the front, hooking the winder on to the freewheeler. 

Visibility 

I believe that I hgve done about as much chasing of models that 
were almost in the clouds as anyone, nnd I find that the use of col
ored tissue is very satisfactory. Red, yellow, and white combined 
can be seen in arry weather. The thing that makes models covered . 
with colored tissue so visible is that the sun shines right through 
the paper. Colored tissues are strong enough if the grain runs span
wlse. The specific color combination that I use ls a red wing and 
rudder, a yellow stabilizer, and a white fuselage. Use two coats 
of three to one dope. More dope mskes the paper brittle and warps 
the surfaces. 

Balance 

One thi~ tha.t is missi~ in tm major! ty of plans, is the exact 
position of the wing am tm c. G. I contend that if any two simi
lar models balance at the same point, they will have the same diff
erence in arui:le between the wing and tail surfaces when each model is 
properly adjusted. Therefore, please give the balancing point wh:ln
ever you have occasion to draw plans. Then, regardless of whether or 
not the surfaces are warped, when the ship is finally adjusted, it 
must have the same effective differences in angle between the surfaces. 

Plying Scale ltfodels 

Since I build flying scale models primarily for duration, I at
tempt only those that have flying possibilities, and I also modify 
the model to suit this purpose. Scale models with cowlings (radial 
engines) and round or oval fuselages make good flyers (45 s. to 1 m. 
10 s. average without thermals). The beat size far bi~lanes seem:i 
to be from 20" to 24" wing span, and for monoplanes, 24 to 30" wing 
a~an. The construction is strong to be on the safe side, so that I 
can fly the model in any afternoon breeze. Quite often I come up to 
the weight rule requirements. 
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The ma:in deviations from see.le are the sizes of the stabilizer ·, 

the rudder, and the prop. The stabilizer area is about 30% of the 
wing area and the rudder is about 10% to 12~ of the wing area. rhe 
dihedral is also slightly increased; about ~n for every foot of span. 
The wings are fixed normally and the model is balanced at 50% of the 
chord. If weight is needed for balancing, most of it should be in 
~he form of heavy wheels and a little extra in the nose. The wing 
sections used were mainly tm M-6 and Clark Y, but I recently tried 
the Eiffel 431 on a Fairchild "?.4" with good results. 

The propellers are slightly larger than 1/3 of tm wing span, 
and are made to freewheel.. I wind all of nry models from tm front 
by use of tm loop on tm freewheeler. In case of rubber breakage; 
much less damage is done if the rubber goes through the front part 
of th:l fuselage. I use enough rubber to fly the model well. If a 
scale model needs so much rubber in order to fly, that an excessive 
amount of weight is required to balance the model, it is wise to re
duce the pitch of the propeller. 

My best scale monoplane is a Fairchild 11 24" with an in-line en
gine. The fuselage was lengthened slightly in all directions. The 
rubber i:mrease required enough balancing weight to bring the model 
up to weight rule. The span was 30 11 and the prop 11". I used 12 
strands of 1/8" fle.t brown rubber. The wing had li" of dihedral, 
and the weight of the wheels was 1/4 oz. each. The stabilizer was 
30% and the rudder l~ of the wing area. A Clark X was used with 
many full and false ribs. The model had a fast and steep climb .and 
picked up therroals best when gliding in fast right circle•· - 1 be
.lieve that a fast circle is one way of getting the model up high. 
Jly best times with this model are: 17 m., 10 m. out of' sight in a 
llaze, and· 14 mirrutes. My best time with a 27 11 Udet Flamingo biplane 
using an airfoil similar to tm M-6 is 17 minutes out of sight • 

. Gas Models 

My second and best gas model has the following specifi.catiom: 

WING 
Area 530 sq. in. 
Span 60 in.· 
Chord 9 in. 
Dihedr!j!l 5 in. 
Airfoil Gott. 398 

(t"Wlder camber' 

Weight 3f lbs. 

STABILIZER 
Area 160 (30%' 
Span 25 in. 
Chord 7 in. 
Air.foil Cl-ark 

ENGINE 
Brown Jr. 
Neg. 2° - Right to 

RUDDER 
Area 53 · ( 10,) 

FUSELAGE 
Length 43 in. 
Tail M.A. 28 in. 
D.c. 17~ Fuselage 
behind the C. G. 
Climb 650 .ft/min 
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Performance: Almost perfect stability in the glide, and under power 
the longitudinal stability is excellent. If tN3 engine stops with 
the nose up, the galloping oscillations (Very appropriate--Ed.) are 
reduced to nothing very quickly. Climbed to 5,000 feet in 9 minutes 
(checked from a following plane), with the spark adjuster in the cen
ter. Glides from bhree to five times the motor run. Can fly well 
in 18 m. p. h. wind as well as take off in a cros s wind. The only 
weakness is that it won' t circle in circles of less than appr oximate
ly 75 feet, without slowly spiral divirg. But in spite of this, it 
has spiraled only once, when the rudder was warped, and that was the 
first broken prop in 136 fli ghts . · To date I have had 150 flight s 
with only three broken props. The most flights that I've had in any 
one day is 27. 

General Gas Model Hint s 

Airfoils: I have found the Gott. 398 with undercrunber to be very 
good. The Eiffel 431 gives a good gl ide . 

Dihedral: In general, one inch on each side for every foot of span 
is sUff' icient. 

Stabilizer and Rudrler: A lift-section stabilizer is excellent in 
my opinion. It ls very e ffective and strong. An adjustable rudd e r 
is good, but the tab s must not be too big, or they will be super
sensitive. Use small screws for setting the tabs. A moment-arm 
1e ngth of from 40 to 50% of the wing sp an is g ood. 

Covering: Bamboo paper is s tr one; enough and takes paint ·Nr:il l. 

Time Switch: Almost all models in Southern California are equipped 
with them. For hookup , see the d:ta g ram. The fl a shli ght cells are 
connected when the switch is set, which should be done before t he 
boosters ar e dis connected . Allow about 7 seconds for launching tim3. 

Tail Wheel or Skid: I prefer a small doughnut whe el. The tail sup
ports should be solder ed to a sheet of metal before wrapping and ce
menting to the fuselage . 

Exhaust f or Brown: A p iece of t 11 aluminum tubing makes a n exce llent 
exhaust. Just bend a rad ius in the middle of tm tube, flatten, arXl. 
file to fit the cylinder. Cut two small slots for the flrst fin. 
The exhaust fits over the bottom fi n. 

Motor Mounts: I r ecormnend wood for mounts. Dural or 24SO will stand 
up for a short while, if not ln too many SIU.8shes which requir e some 
straightening. 

--+-- t-
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How to Operate a Brown Motor 

I always leave the spark lever in the vertical position. Why ad
vance it unless you have a 10 ft. job? I ad .i us t the needle valve and 
forget abqut it. All I use for adjustment is the choke nut. When 
it is wide open the engine is running f\lll speed for that particular 
spark settirg, and closing the air intake s lows the engine d own until 
it just chugs over. It runs at any speed between maximum and mininrum 
depending upon the choke setting. With this arrangement I can get 23 
'llinutes on th3 grou~d with a full tank of fuel and the choke nut open. 

'l'est1ng and Adjusting 

Be sure you hav~ your plane complete l y finished, especially in 
regard to paint or dope. Surfaces are apt to warp efter painting, 
~utting your ship out of adjustment. The c. G. should be somewhere 
oetween 30~ an:l 50% of the mean chord of the wing. If the tail sur
faces are non-lifting or less than 25% of the wing ar8a, the C. G. 
should be at 30%. After a final check on fastening s and line-up you 
are all set for testing. 

The first step is to sh ove the model on the ground to determine 
if you have made any bad mistakes i n adjustme nts. The shove s hould 
be hard enough to just about lift the model . The mode l should be 
stable in- that it does not stall or b:l.nk shurply. If it does, make 
the necessary corr ections before attempting the next s te p . The next 
step is to gl i de the .model. If you cannot glide it, get someone who 
can. Run with the ship and then throw it s t r a ight at a point on the 
ground about 50 feet in front of you. It must not swoop or stall but 
should glide slightly under-elevnted. The corrective adjus tments are 
made by changi ng the wing or stabilizer settings or by chang ing the 
balance slightly . Do not give the wing less than 1 ° nor more than 3° 
incidence. Sharp banking should be corrected before a ttempting power 
flight. 

Start the engine and get it running perfectly before attemptil"8 
any flights. Set the timer for a 20 second motor run. With the en
gine running slowly and the model adjusted for what you think will 
give a straight flight, shove the ship moderately into the breeze. 
In all probability, it won't fly straight. Immediately adjust the 
ship for a cir cle. and an even glide. Make all test flights short 
and run the engine slow. If the plane stalls under power it is be
cause of the thrust line setti~. By all means, don't allow you 
ship to fly under power to the right. Adjust t h e rudder for a . left 
turn and set the thrust line right or left until the ship flies to 
the left. I have tested an:l flown five gas models ranging in size 
from 4 ft. 8 in. to 8 ft., all with l / 5th H. P. motor s , by this meth
od. All tests were successful. 

Editor's Note: Benry has been buildi~ models sinc e 1926. He 
has made over 192 models, of all types, to date. He has been a C0 !1 -

s istent contest winner . Hi s best durations are as follows: 
Less than Wt. Rules Wt. Rules 

Cabin Model 36 min. 46 min. 
Stick Model 27 " •t19 " 
H. L. Glider 15 " 
Flying Scale 17 " 18 
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Petrol Model Hints 

by Captain C. E . Bowden 

General 

The testing period is the most dangerous period of the life of 
the petrol nodel. It is therefore worthwhile thinking out a system 
that ensures the'maxinrum amaint of success that can be achieved. 

The method I have adopted for several years now has proved it-
1elf very satisfactory and has been also used by a number of my 
frlends, with very little damage to their models. 

Before describing the actual melnod it~elf, I would like to de
scribe certain features that I incorporate into all rrry gas models, 
whether they are high wi~, low wing , or biplane. These features I 
consider a help toward testing and subsequent flying without damage. 

Firstly, a]l of my models have a detachable nosepiece upon which 
the engine is mounted. This nosepiece is held into the nose of t he 
fuselage by rubber bands to wire hooks, in the same way that the 
nosepiece of many rubber models is attached. The engine on striking 
any object can therefore be knocked out and the rubber bands give to 
the blow instead of the crankshaft. Again , this method allows slight 
alteration of the thrust line and offset of the thrust to counteract 
engine torque, by the simple method of inserting slips of packing 
wood between the detachable mounting and the fuselage. Fig. l. i~ a 
sketch of the method. 

All of rrry models have their cantilever wings and tailpla11es at
taehed by rubber bands to wire hooks that protrude from the ~'l.U3elage. 
Thus the rubber bands hardly show, and yet allow the wings, etc. tn 
be knocked off in the event of a crackup. 

Thirdly , I always fit a type of undercarriage that assures a 
backward moveroo nt ·twist followed by a.n upward movement. This takes 
up the blow of gliding into the ground, for a gas model is naturally 
not 11 flattened off" and stalled to a three point landing by a pilot. 
It glides i nto the ground. Tb~ undercarriage must therefore be well 
forward anr-g!ve backwards first. ~~ 

O!Mf'N.$1~/Y T/I 
..JU/r INDIY!JX/Ai. 
C()V/A!e/t'/l!NT.5 

JJL Tllf1V611 '7~/~/N.llt. IYAS CAST, 
illf /r'tJ~l'/£CE AfAYBE /ff"1bE 
CJ;:: ,+tfTAL A#P fl/l?Ol> -IT 1Yt1-S'T 
lJE .ST~OIYG TCJ l(c&'P .s&TT/N~ 

,/!A/..seJJ ~V41?£ 
T/I FIT /./Y ~-A~e. 

CUT-IN dlY R£.5T cLEKTl!rW C4ST!No 
8(JLJ(flt!4 '!) 

;r,j~ 

Fig. 2. shows the type of undercarriage I fit. I have never 
known one of these to become d~maged and seldom do they allow any 
damage to a fuselage, owing to their large range of travel in the 
right dir~ctioo. 
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Fourthly, I consider it essential to fit a model with a device 

.that will definitely control the duration of flight to within sec

.onda. This is both a safety device arrl .a great help in test work 
as the reader will shortly see. 

The best control device .L .iu1ow of is mae from 'tne 11 works 11 of a 
half-dollar s:rmli clock. The mechanism operates an ignition switch 
and cuts the current from one of the battery leads after any prede
termined time. 

The mechanism is extracted from the case of a cheap clock, and 
the case, the hands, and the dial are scrapped. The escapement move
ment is next removed and discarded ~1th the exception of the escape
ment wheel which is converted into a governor. Little metal strips 
are attached at one end to the escapement wheel opposite each other 
arxi the other ends of the strips are left free but have blobs of sol
der attached. A small tin cylinder is then made for the escaperrsnt 
wheel to revolve inside with its weights on the ends of their strips 
of sheet metal, but not touching the tin cylinder which is soldered 
into position in ·the works of the clock. Th~ above 1s a governor 
which et a certain speed whirls the strips with their weights out in
to a light frictional contact with the walls of the cylinder. 

. A small starting and stopping device is next fitted to a three 
ply top to the clock. See Fig. 3., which is a side elevation of the 
clock timer. 

~s 
~...,..6-Vr 4/¥/~r 

""1fillA''R .... ?Jt!/,llfl!S 
&'T '~ .S'~.PE.e .4'A! ~ 

UV.1"~/t ~/N~ 

The top portion of the clock ' s winding key is now replaced with 
a pointer made from a nail. A paper dial is next fitted t0 the three 
ply top. See Fig. 4. which shows the top of the device. 

Electrical contacts are also fixed as shown, and the dial 1s cal
ibrated with a stop watch in seconds. 
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To operate the time switch, the top and start lever is raised and 
the pointer wound up to the required number of seconds as shown on 
the dial. The switch is connected and the engine is started up . Just 
before releasing the model, the c.loc1c starting lever is pressed and 
the time switch will stop the engine after the correct time as set on 
the dial. 

With this device it is possible to test out a model with com
plete safety, starting with a short hop of, let us say, five seconds, 
and gradually increasing th3 duration until perfect trim is obtained. 

It is also pofisible to fly a 'l?IOdel in a small field. Kr. Allman, 
a former winner of the Wakefield Cup, designed this device. This 
clock device can be made detachable and fitted into various models. 

Testing a Gas Model 

I invariably carry out the followi~ procedure when tryL1g out my 
new models, and as a result of this procedure and the methods of de
sign already described, I very seldom i ndeed do any damage during 
this critical period. 

Having obtained the correct wing position in relation to the Cen
tre of Gravity of the model, i. e. the C. G. at about 1/3 from the 
leading edge of the wing, and ~vi~ also allowed for the correct an
gles of incidence of the wing and tailplane in the design, the model 
should be glided carefully by band into a slight wind, nnd any small 
adjustments made so that the model makes good flat glides. Tlle mod
el must be a good glider if good landings nfter power flight is com
pleted, are to be obtained. 

Now a five second hop can be tried under power, controlled by the 
clock mechanism. But before this is tried, the detachable nosepiece 
must be tilted downward (i.e. "downthrust") by packing wood slips 
between the detachable engine mount and the fuselage nose. The nose
piece nrust also have a slight offset to ccunteract the engine torque. 
Release the model, and if it will not rise during its five secorrl 
run, reduce the downthrust a little at a time until the model just 
starts to get off the gr~nd. Now try a longer flight and if all is 
well. and a good l andiq; is obtained, as it should be after a good 
glide, the wood packings between the detachable nosepiece and fusel
age can be permanently glued into position and covered over with silk 
and doped to keep into position. 

If you have never tried the above method, jus t give it a trial 
and give up crackupsl 

As the reader will probably know, if too wiq; is placed very high 
in relati9n to toe eng.ine thrust line (as in a parasol or high wing 
model), then there will be a tendency for the engine to pull the nose 
up around the very high centre of pressure af the wing and so cause a 
stall. ~any people first test their models under power and in order 
to stop stalling under these circumstances they move the wing back a 
little. When the power ceases tlw model becomes nose heavy and dives 
to a crackup. 

The correct method is to give the right amount of downthrust to 
.counteract the stalling tendency and to leave the wing in its correct 
gliding posiM:on over the C. Q. Good landings and glides will then 
be obtained. The detachable nosepiece allows chis to be obtained 
very easily. · 
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Bu.ildlag a Gas .al eh 

by Rod Doyle 

The boys out here on the West Coast build smaller models than ~hG 
Eastern fellows. The smaller ships have proved to be not as good for 
N. A. A·~ contest flying wmn in competition with the regular eight 
:ooters and, larger models. However, the smaller jobs give more soul
aatisfying .flights. A snappy take-off and a steep climb are something 
that is fun ~o watch. Smaller models also require less material, and '. 
can be carried to and from the airport in an ordinary sedan (not a box 
car). 

The factor that had quite a bit to do with the designing of the 
relatively small ,size West Coast gas job is the type of contest held 
out here. The contests are for performance, and not endurance alone. 
The performance rating takes into consideration the take-off, climb, 
glide, precision landing, and the cons~ructio~ and finish of the mod
:el. For ex~~~~, ~tir last State Fair gas event was judged accord
ing to the fo1lowing rules: The engine run was limited to 30 seconds; 
the construction rating was fixed at a total of 125 points for neat
ness, originality, and color and finish; the flying rating was set as 
follows-- 75 points were given for take-off, climb and glide. The 
total rating thns obtained was added to the flying time in seconds in 
order to obtain the fin~l point standing. These rules produced an 
axceedi~ly i nteresting event. 

Following are a few general points concerning ·
1
ga.s models, that I 

have found quite satisfactory: Keep the motor mount as short as poss~ 
'ible to el1m1nate vibration. Maple engine bearers are very good. A 
simple stee:l wir·e landing gear is the best. I prefer using under-cam
bered airfoils of the Gottingen type, as they have high lift at the 
gliding angle and also have a high,stalling point. Faste~ng tb9 wing 
to the fuselagQ with rubber bands is good in preventing breakage in 
crackups. 

Jty procedure when covering with silk is as follows: I get No. 21 
Japan silk from coffin manuf'acturers. It costs about 25 cents a 
yard. (Ordinary silk costs about 60 cents a yard.) This silk is 
strong enough to work with and it also takes a good finish. I apply 
it with aircraft dope like tissue, attaching it to the center section. 
then the tips, and then to the sides. Wrinkles can be removed by 
applying dope over the attaching points, one section at a time, and 
when the previous dope has loesened, by pulling t.he silk loose and 
drawing out the wrinkles. The -silk is flexible enoUgh to cover com
pound curves well. The best colors to use in my opinion are either 
aluminum or silver for light weight, and lacquer trimmings far decor
ation. 

Engine and Hook-up Suggestions 

Have all the connections ~ell soldered to eliminate loss through 
fitti~s, such as bolts and twisted wires. Use a plug for t~ outside 
batteries for easy startl~. Try to get a two-way phone jack whioh 
cuts out the inside batteries when the plug is in, arrl switches on 
the inside batteries when the plug is removed. Keep the condenser as 
close to the contact points as possible. Use exactly the fuel mix
ture s ecified b the en ine manufacturers. Keep the f'Uel clean and 
ree rom gri ; strain it i in dou t. Don't take the engioo apart 

lJilless it is absolutely necessary, and then use care. Do not use a 
prop that is too light, or one with a pitch that is too high, as the 
engine will not rev. full and will not cool properly. We have fourxl. 
that birch is a very good wood for props. It is a bit harder to carve 
but it is worth the extra trouble. Keep the engine adjustments a lit~ 
tle rich L~ery little) as the mixture leans out 1n_the air . and the 
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engine is lieble to quit if it is started lean. A nice set of batter
ies can be made from PenLite cells. Eight of them hooked up in par
allel series will provide a good hot spark and will have quite a lore; 
'life, providing that you get fresh cells. The weight of the setup is 
·about 4t ounces. 

Concerning Flying 

I cannot say very much about flying, but from my own experience 
I have found that by flying with the torque , the model is a bit more 
controllable. That is, if the ship gets into a tight circle it does 
not have such a spinning tendency. A ship can be rigged f or a very 
steep climb providi~ it can be flown in small circles. 

In conclusion 

The longer I build and fly models, the more I hate to see a lucky 
flight win. I think that the gas model rules should be modified for 
the Nationals, because the luck element is quite large under the 
present rules. An average of three fligh ts might help, but here a
gain the retrieving troubles set in. The logical and simplest sol
ution seems to be to limi t the fuel allowance to a lower percentage 
than heretofore. What do you think? 
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c ·oNTRIBUTIONS 
by the 

Chicago Aeronuts 

Hle~orical Note; The club was formed in November of 1935. From the 
original seven members, the group now has 26 active members at pr9s
ent, with many boys on the waiting list. Within a year they have be
come very formidable in the local contests by placing high in the prize 
winning end, especially indoors. The 1936 Nationals found them a bit -
rusty outdoors, but a good hard, active summer makes them feel capable 
of out-Tulsa-ing the Tulsanians. The club is sponsoring many projects 
of a sensible nature. Some of them are disclosed here while others 
are kept for that conte3t surprise. The. Aeronuts definitely have proved 
again that · in unity there is strength, and that cooperation helps both 
you and me. 

DO.UBLE ELLI.P1SE 

by Carl Goldberg 

The "double ellipse" wing shape was apparently developed simulta
neously by Carl Goldberg, Jack Jenkins, and Lawrence Smithline, early 
'in 1935. Various arguments can be presented to show that · it is the 
most efficient shape yet developed. r't should be employed on the wing 
and tail surfaces of all model airplanes which seek the highest possi
ble efficiency. A distinct trend towards this des~gn can be noted in 
the British Supermarine-Spitfire and the. Heinkel transport HE- 70, both 
very fast and efficient. 

The speediest method of laying out the ellips e is to use the 
od shown by J . P. Glass in the 1935-36 Year Book. Just consider 
final double ellipse as being a combination of two halves of the 
length but of different widths. It is from this fact that the 
,double ellipse" is derived . 
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Uouble~ Surf~ed ~lonos·par Microfilm Prop 

Developed by Sidney Axl e rod 
Suggested by Carl Goldberg 

The propeller design as show n is the sixth of the experimental se
ries. It is 16~ 11 in diameter and we i ghs only .007 oz.; with a variable 
pitch device it weighs . 015 oz., whi ch is still below the average of 
the wooden propeller . It has had numerous flight tests and it has 
proved to be superior to tne ordinary microfilm prop. The center spar 
and the double surfacing remove all the disadvantages formerly attrib
uted to the microfilm prop. 

The construction procedure is similar to wing construction, and is 
comparatively simple if directions are followed faithfully. The result 
will be a perfectly true and sturdy prop. 

1. Make the form from a block of wopd with the desired p itch and 
diameter dimensions. Cut the helix perfectly flat from the leading to 
the trailing edge. This is important and should be done carefully. 

2. Draw the prop outline and cut the pattern in the wood. 
3. Cut the spars and ribs to spec ification. Note the curve of the 

center spar to accomodate the undercamber variations. Also note that 
the ribs are of quarter-grain stock, and that the curve given will fit 
all points on the diameter. 

4. Position the spars on tha E-F line, and begin to cememt t~ low
er ribs into place. After the lower ribs are set, tha upper ones can 
be cemented. Trim the ends to the outline line. 

5. The leading and trailing edges are made of one piece, which is 
cemented onto the center and leading edge ribs first and then rolled 
around the form and cemented to the trailing edge ribs. 

6. Reenforce the hub with 1/3211 balsa as shown, and also cement 
turuz:sten to the top and bottom of the ribs to keep the film from stick
ing together. The prop nalf is nuw ready to be removed from the· form.. 

7. Make the other half. Assemble by lapping the hub3 for extra 
strength. Insert the prop shaft and cover with film. After covering 
let the water adhesive set and dry before trying the prop out. The 
construction time is about 4 hours, i n comparison to the 5-6 hours re
quired for the carving of a wooden oropeller. 
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Feat he rln• Propeller 

Developed by Marvin Setzke 
Suggested by Carl Goldberg 

"Feathering: the ability of e pivoted or free surf a ce to sutomati
cally assume its best L/D position or pre sent minimum frontal area." 

The propelldr as shown in the pl a ns is tho third of the experiment
al project to determine the value of feathering props. The first one, 
hinged but without a spring and with only the main stop, fluttere rl but 
it nevertheless improved the glide beyond my expectations. Since then, 
I have mActe numerous excellent flights when using the fe Etherin§ prop. 
011le evening at about 7 o'clock with the temperature close to 60 , I 
wound up the rubber about 340 turns for o test flight. The model rose 
to ~pproxima t elv 250 fe Pt with A 30 second prop run. The glide lasted 
for 3 minutes, turning in a flight of 3m. 30s. under still air condi 
tions . The pro p may be used in conjunction with fre ewheeling to f aci
litate .removal as well as to take care of any possible ace idental fall
ures. It may be stopped in any desired position by usine the rubber 
tensioner and any appropri 8tely placed stop. The exact combination can 
best be determined by individual requirement s . The best duration ob
t ained to date with a feath~ring prop is 2 hours and 30 minutes, with 
an 18" prop with 18 strands on u 2.8 oz. N. A. A. Cabin Fuselage job. 

1. Carve the prop in usual mann8r. Determine and mark the hinge 
point. Cut in 3/32" for the wire and tube p arts. Cut and shape the 
needed h ardw a r e . Be sure to slip the aluminum tubing into the hinge 
wire before bending the ends as shown. 

2. Cement the tube to blades nnd wire to the hub. Reenforce 
with staples a nd tissue or ~i l k covering. 

3. Cement the wire stop 11 A 11 and reenforce it with staples and silk. 
4. Cut the blades at the pivot points. Cement t h e coil spring to 

assure positive action. 
5. Face the prop and equalize the upper a nd lower areas. Fix them 

in position temporarily with pins and cement .014 wire stops. 
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All-Balsa Wlngs---------------by Teen Becksted 

A sheet of quarter-sawed, 5 lb./c_u. ft., 1/811 thick balsa is need
ed for the wing. (If the exactly specified wood in unobtainable, use 
the best you can ge t. The width may be built up by cementing two or 
more s heets.) Cut to outline and sand the bottom free from saw marks. 
Next, sand the upper camber to the desired wing section. In the case 
of a tapere d wing, be sure to taper the thickness eve~ly from tne cen
ter to the tip. A hard balsa leading edge, and a -bamboo tip are ad
visable in order to save the efficiency of these highly important 
edges. They should be cemented in place before the top surfaces are 
worked down; It is sn easy job to finish balsa wings if three grades 
of sandpaper are used, finishing with ten nought. 

The wing is made in two halves, and the halves are bent on the 
same form, one after the othe r. To bend for the lo,rer camber, moist
en the top only, and bind the half on the form with 1/2" gauze. It 
may be left to dry overnight, or it may be paked in an oven. When 
dry , carefully sand the raised grain on th~ top surface, while the 
wing is still on the form. Do pe twice with_ thin shrinkless dope, 
sandin?; between coats, and wax with Simoniz or a similar wax, except 
in the center where a ceme nt skin of about 1 11 is ap plied. Make the 
other half in the s ame manner. 

Before cementing t he two halves together, set them at the desired 
angle and carefully sand the edges for a perfect joint. Cement them 
together and hold in place with pins. When the unit is dry, coat the 
joint well with two or three coats of cement. Be sure that t h e init
ial joint does not lossen with the fresh cement. 

If the · work is done cnrefully, the balsa wing will be more effic
~.ent and will al.so stand up better than any paper covered wing of the 
srure size. The method has been used on several ships, and has been 
t ho roughly tested. 
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THE MOVE.HENT JN ENGLAND 

by C.S.Rushbrooke-- Lancashire Model Aircraft Soc. 

The most striki ng factor noticeable in English moclel aeronautics 
at the present is the enor mous increase i n intere s t ancl activity 
shown in recent months. Perhaps the g reatest demonstration of t his 
was the huge entry for the Wakefield trials held at Fairey' s Aero 
drome early in this year, the actnal number of co:npetitors alone con
stituting a re c ord for an English competition . 

As always, the Wakefiela Cup takes first place in t h e topic, and 
the decision to send a complete team t o the United Stat · s in an e f
fort to regain the Trophy f or Great Britain has had far reaching ef
fects. Firstly, an unprecedented interest was ere ated ·.:r the dee is
i on to get down to things seriously, and through t he ef arts of the 
various clubs and individuals, a fund was raised that e nabled the 
S.M.A.E. to realise their ambition. The succes s of the sche~e is 
past history by now, and it is a matter of congratulation that the 
English team t h at went to Detroit made such a g ood showing . The main 
objective was accomplished, and the successes gained in other compe t
itions showed that the initial success was no flash in the pan. I 
think I can say , without g iving offence, that the American enthus i
asts had a bit of a shock at the showin8 put up by the Britishers, 
and this fact i s g oing to make for be tter and ke ene r cla s he s in the 
future. 

It is a matter of great satisfaction to hear tha t a team fro111 the 
States will be coming over the ~ater for next y ear' s Wa kefield, and 
if only for that development, the original scheme c&n be re&arded 2s 
having brought the sport into greater prominence thr-m evG1r. Close 
contact has been made, friendshi p s cemented, · and the whole movement 
given a "kick in the pants" that will be fel t f or years. I have chat
ted with a numbAr of the men who we n t to Det r oit, a nd i t i s good to 
knoTI that this hobby of ours brings such a crowd of e;ood fellows to
gether - - the general opinion of the folk met being "Oke". 'l'he only 
complaint I heard was "no time to sleep", bu t who'd mind lo s ing a 
month 1 s sleep f or the chance to have a smack a t the WakefieJ. cl? 

Big changes have taken place in t h e moveme n t in England thi s y ear. 
Owing to the increased interest and growth, t11e S.M.A.E. has ceased to 
be :l competitive body, and is now the governi ng factor to the r1hole 
movement. A system has been evolved whereb y individu&l societies be
come affiliated to the main body, and'a repre s entative froM such clubs 
have a vote on all matters that come up for consider u tion. Certain 
competitions that were until now held only i n I ond on are held s i nml
taneously on t h e home g rounds of the various s ocie t i e s , results be
ing forwarded t o the S.M.A.E. and the fi nal p l ucinf:s wor k ed out by 
them. This has ri a turally lead to a gre a ter interest in c ompetitive 
matters, and ha.s hfld. a far-reaching effe ct on t h e whole move!'!lent. 

One other big development that has take n p l a c e this v eur is the 
initiating of indoor flying on an organized basis. At the mome~t 
this is only true of the London area, where the obtai ning o f the Al
bert Hall has given a b ig filli p to the s po r t. A s er ies of sr ecial 
meetings are running during t h e winter, a nd i t i s h op ed t ha t we shall 
shortly have a b a tch or r e c ords on u p ar wit h th e Ame r ic a n fi gure 3 . 
A-:~tually we start under a handicap in thi s r es : €c t, 0·:1 i n g t o t he sc a~·
city of suitable buildings, there beins none of those b i g airshi p 
:>heds one reads so nruch ab out in Americ a n book::; . rrhe general c limat
ic conditions will most likely pl ~y a b ig pArt al so , us it is gene r
ally re a lized t hat the average we a the r on t his s ide o f t h e water is 
n~t condu c ive to record wor k . Hon e ver, it i s to be ho pe d t ha t by the 
time the team c ros s e s t he /\ tl an ti c ne :,:t ye a r , the re will be e nou "·h 
good indoor mo dels t o g ive t he old h 8nd s a run for t he ir money !, ~ 
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From my own point of v~ew, I can only report et all thoroughly 

the events that have taken place in the North of England. I pnid two 
visits to the south earlier in the senson, once to the Wakefield Tri
als, and again to •the Annual National contes·t. The weather for this 
latter contest was vile, and most of the day was spent in my caravan 
having a chat with the lads who had just returned from the States. 
Still, I could think of a lot worse things to do than that, and our 
spirits were sustained with suitable refreshmenttl It s ays a l o t for 
Bob Copland and his machine th a. t tl'ley pulled off the contest, and is 
one more success to a cl1ap who has done remarkably well this ye ar . 

My remarks on happenings in my part of the country naturally deal 
mainly with my own club. A suc c e s sful series of competitions h av e 
been carried through, and personally I have nothing to grumble at, 
having finished the season with three "pots" on the sidebo ard-- with 
explicit instructions from the hetter half that I have to cl ean t hem 
myself. 

Early in the season we ran an Open Day programme, to which various 
clubs were invited, all competing in an attractive series of c ontest s . 
The proceeds from this were presented to the S.M.A.E. Wakefield fund 
together with other monies collected in various ways, the sum being 
quite a nice total, and showed that the Lancashire had a t least upheld 
its reputation. We had our repayment when one of our junior members-
Alwyn Greenhalgh-- was lucky enough to be one of 'the chosen six. 

Perhaps our most successful. meeting this year was the Northern 
!{ally. This is an annual affair with us, · and with the help of the 
Liverpool Club, was run off to the satisfac tion of all-- even includ
ing ourselves, who have big ideas on what nn affair should be ll We 
have found that these 11 get-togethers 11 are a big factor in the further · 
ing of the sport, and it is our wi~h to make these annual meetings 
bigger and brighter in the future. ·· 

Talcing things all round, things hav e been pretty good this year 
apart from the weather, which has been anything but kind. On look
ing through my competition reports for the year, it i s very st riking 
that on only one day were thG conditions at all conducive to go od 
flying. High winds have been our chief difficulty , and the damage to 
models this year has been very heavy. Still, the weather is something 
we cannot control, and the only thing t o do is make the best of it. 
There is some talk of an al tera ti on in the wing loading for next year's 
Wakefield, and this suggestion will .I think be well ac cepted every
where, as it is getting past a joks to chase a model over miles of 
country-- in a flight which after all i s not a true indication of the 
model's capabilitie s ~ fo r if that particular "riser" wasn't there, we 
lalow darn well the model would have come down minutes before I 

Well, I only hope that this ramble on matters over here has bee n 
of some interest to the reader, and trust that there will be more and 
more opportunitles for the meeting of the two great model building 
fraternities. I should like to see an Annual convention of the Eng
lish and American aero-nuts, but I'm afraid that u ntil we can do the 
journey on about a week's spending money, that is out of the question! 
However,- let the technical p.apers further the cause, and remember 
there is always the medium of the post to get in touch with othe r en
thusiasts overseas-- and believe me ·, there is a practise I have found 

·most instructive and en joyable. 
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The turn tables given were first calculated from the par and 
coefficiant f ormula and then checked with actual windirg . The num
ber of turns given wil l prove to be a bit on the safe side and can 
be achiP.ve~ o~ a day of normal temperature providing t hat the rub
ber is £tretched as much as possible. An excess iv ely hot or cold 
t emperature wi ll materially decrease the pos sible numbe r of turns. 
Tl1e number of turns can be brought close to tfi..{3 normal if the rub
ber i s kept under shade, wrapped in moist paper on hot days , or in 
a p~c~et or near a radi a tor on cold days. 

strai.ght green soap slightly th:i.nned wit h gl ycerine will serve 
a 3 a. good lubricant. Be sure to spread ard rub it in evenly, Af
ter every wind up check for cracks and grit , and relube the moto r. 
Since lube messes up t he handkerchief cons id er ably, it is much bet
ter to wear whit e athleti c cott on soc ks for cleani ng your hands 
whenever they get dirty . 

'Th r; ac t ual number of turns t hat can be obtained from a motor 
d e pGnd s \ipon your s trength and will power. Aft er a pre wind of 75% 
a nd 90jS of the max imwn, the wind-up should be made by stretching 
the rl!b ce r nt least fj_ve times its leng th (17 feet for a 40 11 motor). 
Wind al, ou t one half of the maximum a t this length am t hen s l owly 
come i n :-o tho. t there is at least 2 11 or 3" of elasticity left. The 
best wo:y of ~mow ing jus t when the motor has enough i5 to practise 
so that yolJ will ge t the feel of the rubber just befor e it i s about 
to o re al-:. 

Tur ns per inch on 'l'r10 Strands--Weight per inch of Sing le S t ram 

Size 1/32 3/ 64 1/16 5/6 4 ~/32 7/64 1/8 5/32 3/16 1/4 

Turn 225 1 89 1 63 145 130 124 115 108 9 4 80 

Wt. , 000 56 44 . 0 0 11288 . 0 0 1 6932 . 002157 6 . 0033864 
oz. . 0008466 . 0011411 . 0019756 . 0028220 .0043152 

Turns per i nc h on Multiple Strends 
---

No .Si.;r. 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

1/8 80 64 55 I 50 44 40 36 34 32 

5/32 68 59 50 46 41 3 8 34 29 24 

3/1 6 00 54 46 4 2 3 8 35 3 2 27 24 

1/4 56 44 37 33 29 27 25 23 21 

The t abl es ar e for 1/30 Gage Sp ecial Brown Rubber (MRL, T56). 
A compl e te tabl e of ul l numbers of s tr a nds nnd leng ths of motors 
would r e quire too rrru.c h space. I>lake y our ovm cho.rt for the motors 
which you u su ally u s e most, and paste it in y our model box . The 
1/4 motor ~ of ov er 14 str and s a r e har d to handl e . It is advi s able 
to nind the mot ors b efore beg ining a design using this s iz e . 
( bxtracted f rom J . P . Glas s article i n 1 9 3 5 - 36 Yea r Book with a ddi-
tions by Editor.) ~>~oPo~ l>'/IY.DER ffoo1r .riATT~;rED rvBE --~ , _ I ... ~ 

· &'38.C<e 811ND "\ ~ ~ - -

~ .~iJo-- 0-- ~\_CD,<f.P~-;;_, ~IYJJ Jt:/JJ_L T?~OJ'~IZ/T 
- - /~4i. . KA~h'.~:Yr'L.U Sl/tfPL£·5V'ffR 

S/{~61'1 ""' -~,C/m~,C TV4tf -· SA~ETY-,-U.i.a!Y.f 
.l./!tii.ASS ~ Rr88E!l TLY'f'J:/'/YeA!!. H,c.z141c E.ISYN4 ... ~IU/!f. 

RUBBER TENS I ONER i s a British inventi on . Its purpo se i s to prevent 
a long motor from u nw inding compl e tely and so prevent shifting. 



1'4B OFFICIAL LIST OF UNITED STATES MODEL AIRCRAFT RECORDS 
Aporoved by Contest Board of the N.A.A. Sept. 30, 1936. 

INDOORS (No weight restriction) 

S'J'lCK CLA0S A (30 sq . in. or under) 
Rise off Ground 

Junior: William Wert 
Senior: Ervin Leshner 
Open Joseph Matulis 

Rjse off Water 
Junior: William Wert 
Senior: Colman Zola 
Open : Beor~evin Becksted 

Hand Launched CLASS B 

Junior: Johns. stokes Jr. 
Senior: Wilbur F. Tyler 
Open Ernest A. Walen 

Rise off Grou ncl 
J unior: Joh.11 s. Stokes, Jr. 
Senior: Hyman Oslick 
Open : Ernest A. Walen 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Chicago, Illinois 

Phil adelphia , Pa. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Chicago, Illinois 

(30 -100 sq. in.) 
Huntington Valley, Pa. 
Boston, Mass. 
Springfie ld, Mass. 

Huntington Valley, Pa. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Springfield, Mass. 

Rise off Wat er 
Junior: Will iam Wert Philadelnhia, Pa . 
Se nior: Mayhew Webs ter Philadelphia, Pa. 
Open : William Latour Ph:Uadel}1hia, Pa. 

CLASS C (100-lSO sq . in.) 
Harrl Launched 

Juni or : John S. Stokes, Jr . 
Senior: Rotert Jacobsen 
Open Carl Goldberg 

Huntington Valley, Pa. 
Philadel~hin, Pa. 
Chicago, Illinois 

CABIN FUSELAGE CLASS B 
>\is e off Grormd 

Junior: Johns. Stokes, Jr. 
Senior: Charles He i ntz 
Open : Beorgevin Bedksted 

Ris e off Water 
Junior: Johns. Stokes, Jr. 
Senior : Sidney Axelrod 
Open William Latour 

Huntington Valley, Pa. 
Philadelphia , Pa. 
Chic.ago , Illinois 

Huntington Valley, Pa.. 
Chicago, Illinois 
Philadelph~a, Fa. 

CLASS C 
Rise off Ground 

Junior: Johns . Stoke&, Jr. 
S cnior: John Haw 

Huntington Valley , Pa . 
Philadelphia, Pa . 
Philadelphia, Pa. Open Willia~ Latour 

GLIDERS 
Hand Launched 

J unior: M. Hugelot 
Senior: Wallace Sinu1er s 
Open Joseph Ma tul is 

Hand La1inched 
Junior: Robert Gelbard 
Senior: Wallace Simmers 
Op en Carl Goldberg 

AUT OG IRO 

CLASS A 

Chicago, Illinois 
New Lenox, Illinois 
Chicago, I l linois 

CLASS B 

Chicago, IJ.linois 
New Lenox , IlJinois 
Chicago , Illinois 

Junior: Raymond Steinbacher Ri dgefield , N. J . 
~n.nior: Alton J-l. Du.Flan, .T r . Ridp:efield. N. J. 

(Min . F'uselnge ~ ect i on 1Length) 2 
' 10 

lOm 26.4s 
lSm 47.48 

9m S9.0s 

7m 19.48 
7m 41.18 
Sm 38.2s 

18m 12.28 
20m SO.ls 
18m 46.Ss 

17m 19. 3s 
l?m 03 . Bs 
l?m 42.Bs 

9m 27.6s 
llm S5 .0s 
13m lS.Os 

20m S3.0s 
25m 29 . 0s 
23m 29 , ;7,s 

14111 15 .3s 
13m 1 2 . 2s 
llm 26 .0s 

3m 23.0s 
6m 32.2s 
Sm 42.0s 

lSm OS .6s 
17m 14.Bs 
12ll1 31. Bs 

34.6s 
43 . 6s 
38.8s 

'19. 2s 
S8.4s 
47.Ss 

S7.2 s 
2m Ol . 2s 



OUTDOORS (Min. Wing Load. 50 sg. in./ l oz. 

STICK CLASS C (100-150 sq. in. 
Hand Launched 

Junior: Junior Dague Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Senior: Harry Cornish Denver, Colorado 
Open : Joseph Frady Tulsa, Oklahoma 

Rise off water 
Senior: Larry Low New York, N • Y. 

Hand Launched CLASS D ( 150-300 sq. in.) 
J u n ior: Fred Skafec Akron, Ohio 
Senior: Daniel Clini Springfield, Mass . 
Open : Chester Lanzo Cle ve land , Ohio 

Rise off Water 
Senior : Larry Lov1 
Senior: Mal com Abzu~ 

CABIN FlJSEIAGE 
Rise off Ground 

Juni o r: Fred Smith 
Senior : Robert Cahill 
Open : Beorgevin Becksted 

Rise 01'1' Water 
Seni or: Alan Orthoff 

Rise off Ground 

New York, N. Y. 
New York, N. Y. 

CLASS C 

Denver, Colorado 
Indianapolis, Ind . 
Chicago , Illinois 

New Yo rk, N. Y. 

CLA.SS D 

(tie) 

Junior: Arthur Koslow 
Senior: William Ying 
Open : Che st er Lanzo 

Philadelphia, Pa . 
Rosebank , S . I ., N. Y. 
CJevelarrJ, Ohio 

Rise off' Water 
Senior: Louis Milowitz New York , N. Y. 

GLASS E (300 sq. in. and over) Gas oline Eng i ne 
Senior: Joseph Kovel Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Open : Don Spaulding Denver, Co lorado 

GLIDERS 
Hand Launched 

Junior: Walter W~ltner 
Senior: Harry D. S op er, 
Open : Willis C. Brown 

Hand Launched 
Junior : Ho ra ce Smith 
Senior: Colin Edwards 

CLASS B 

New York, N. Y . 
Jr. Rockford, I l lino13 

Arlington, Mns3. 

CLASS C 

Open : James Mc Pheat, Jr. 

Ja c ks onvi lle , F la . 
Oswego , New York 
New York, N. Y. 

Tow Launched 
Junior: Ralph Br own 
Senior: Bob Flle 
Open Everet t ~as ke r 

H8.11d Launched 
Senior: Eaward L. Smith 

Tow Launched 
Junior: Paul Durup 
Senior: Dick Everett 
Open Roland Buhrig 

Tow Lauh ched 
Senior: Jack Smith 

Arlington, Mass. 
C0lumbu s, Ohio . 
Boston, Ma ss. 

CLASS D 

J ~c ksonvi lle, Fla. 

Boston , Mass. 
Elin Grove, W. Va. 
Cana3tota, New York 

CLASS E 

Day ton, Ohio 

AUTOGIRO 
Senior: Ralph Kummer .Saint Louis, Mo . 

( 1.lin . Fuselnp:e Sec ti on (Leng!'._~ ) 2 
10 
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2lm 04 .0s 
6lm 09.0s 
27m 07.0s 

2m 00.0~ 

8m 21.6s 
38m 50.0s 
18m 10.0s 

lm 12.::Js 
lm 12.0s 

27!~1 40 . 0 s 
3;)! '1 oo . o s 
39m 30 . -::s 

lm 07 . 0 s 

9m 47:0s 
4lrn 19.0s 
48m 45.0s 

lm 14.3s 

64m 40 . 0 s 
63m 07 .4s 

46.53 
2m 52.0s 

3~'> . ls 

36 .0s 
6Jl1 30 .4s 

31.5s 

9m 3 2 .0s 
23m 13.0s 

4Jll 25 .0s 

38 . 0 s 

57.Bs 
2m 3B.Os 
lm 18.0s 

llTl 23 .4s 

2m 06 .0s 





OFFICIAL LIST OF 1936 NEW ZEALAND RECORDS 

Accepted by the Auckland Aero Club 

INDOOR 

STICK 
H.L. Junior: 

Senior: 
R.O.G. Junior: 

Senior: 
R.o.w. Junior: 

Senior: 

FUSELAGE 
H.L. Junior: 

Senior: 
R.O.G. Junior: 

Senior: 
R. o.w,. Junior: 

Senior: 

SCAIE 
H.L. Junior: 

Senior: 
R.O.G. Junior: 

Senior: 

STICK 
H.L. Junior: 

Senior: 
R.O.G. Junior: 

Senior: 
R.O.W. Junior: 

Senior: 

FUSELAGE 
H.L . Juni or: 

Senior: 
R.O.G. Junior: 

Senior: 
R.O.W. Junior: 

Senior: 

SCALE 
H.L. Junior: 

Senior: 
R.O.G. Junior: 

Senior: 

WAKEFIELD FUSELAGE 

R. E. Clarkson 
V. B. Gray 
R. E. Clarkson 
V. B. Gray 
A. Sykes 
W. B. Mackley 

L. R. Mayn 
L. R. Mayn 
L. R. Mayn 
V. B. Gray 
A. Sykes 
W. B. Mackley 

L. R. Mayn 
w. G. Alexander 
L. R. Mayn 
w. G. Alexander 

OUTDOOR 

J. Curtis 
L. R. Mayn 
R. E. Allen 
H. G. Parker 
A. Sykes 
w. B. Mackley 

G. M. Per kins 
N. Gray, 
B. E. Loftns 
W. Dawson 
w. J. Finlayson 
A. J. Dacombe 

W. Dawson 
A. E. Vause 
J. McGuire 
W. B. Mackley 

R.O.G. Open W. Dawson 

PETROL DRIV:S:N 
R.O.G, Open G. Bolt 

A.M.A.C. 
A.M.A.C. 
A.M.A.C. 
A.M.A.C. 
A.M.A.C. 
A.M.A.C. 

A.M.A.C. 
A.M.A.C. 
A.M.A.C. 
A.M.A.C. 
A.M.A.C. 
A.M.A.C. 

A.M.A.C. 
Wi. M.A.C. 
A.M.A.C. 
Wi. M.A.C. 

TA.M.A.C. 
A.M.A.C. 
A.M.A.C. 
H.M.A.C. 
A.M.A.C. 
A.M.A.C. 

A.M.A.C. 
C.M.A.C. 
A.G.S.A.S. 
N.M.A.C. 
Ti.M.A.C. 
C.M.A.C. 

N.M.A.C. 
W.M.A.C. 
W.M.A.C. 
A.M.A.C. 

N.M.A.C. 

Ne.M.A.C. 

Auckland Grammar School Air Squadron, Auckland 
Auckland Model Aeroplane Club, Auckland 
Christchurch Model Aeroplane Clu~, Christchurch 
Hornet Model Aeroplane Club, Palmerston North 
Na.pier Model Aeroplane Club, Napier 
Nelson Model Aeroplane Club, Nelson 
Te Aroha Model Aeroplane Club, Te Aroha. 
Tinakori Model Aeroplane Club, Wellington 
Wellington Model Aeroplane Club, Wellingt on 
Wisemans Model Aeroplane Club, Auckland 

6m 47 . Ss 
Sm 38. 0s 
7m 04.0s 
5m 30.0s 
lm 45.0s 
lm 35.0s 

4m 43.0s 
6m 05.2s 
4m 12.0s 
7m 07.0s 
lm 31.4s 
3m 26.Ss 

55.8s 
46.0s 
43.2s 
47. 0 s 

14m 40.0s 
14m 08.2s 

5m 30.4s 
14m 00.0s 

2m 45.0s 
1111 45.0s 

18m 37.0s 
lOm 00.0s 

9m 00.0s 
llm 55.4s 

30 .0s 
lm 30.0s 

lm 25.4s 
lm 11.0s 

59.0s 
lm 01. 2s 

l:JI 

llm 55.4s 

2m ~8.4s 

A.G.S.A.S. 
A.M.A.C. 
C.M.A.C. 
H.M.A.C. 
N.M.A.C. 

Ne.M.A.C. 
TA.M.A.C. 
Ti.M.A.C. 

W.M.A.C. 
W1.M.A.C. 
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OFFICIAL LIST OF RUSSIAN RECORDS, 1936 

STICK MODELS 
Duration H.L . I Shahnazar:lan lOm 04s 

ti II II II Nesterenko 4h. 23m 00s 
ti III Gerasimova 19m 00s 

Distance H.L. I Shilov 1,431 meters 
II II ti II Kravchenko 12,000 ti 

III Efimova 940 " 

Dropp ing Rubbe r: 
Duration H.L II Nesterenko lh. 15m OOs 
Distance H.L. II Ivanov 15,000 meters 

R.O.W . I Gaiduk 28s 
II Kravchenko 3m 00s 
IIII Gaponenko 27m 20s 

FUSELA GE MODELS 
H.L. IIII Ziurin 27m 20s 
R.O.G. II Boikov 9m 48s 
Tailless II Trunche nkov lm 40s 
R.o.w. Ziurin lm 26s 
Spee d Semashko 14.3 me ters/sec. (3 2 mph) 

GLIDERS 
Launched 
on Slope : 
Fus el age II Popelka Sm 5ls 

II " IIII Korkhunov lh. OOm 05s 
Tailless II Kamkin 3m Ols 

II II III Gruhul lm OOs 
IIII Petrov 3m 30s 

Launc hed 
f rom Kit e : 
Tailless II Shvetz 9m 29s 

II " IIII Zinchenko 1 5m 10s 
Fu selage IIII Melnikow 16m 00s 

GAS MODELS 
Du r atio n Minagevim 23m 00s 
Dis ta!"ce Malikom 3,150 mete rs 

GLIDERS (Recd . 
Oct. 1936) 
Tailless Sheverdiavim 19m 06s 

Shv.,tz 2 , 630 meters 

CLASSES 

I Children under 12 Il l Girls 
II Pioneers (under 1 6 years ) II II Technica l Students (over 1 6 ) 

Prepar ed By Andrew Bor ysko 
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LIST OF OFFICIAL GERMAN RECORDS, April,1936 

l(lasse Rumplmodelle: (Fuselage Models) 
lln.-Str. : Lipp111a1111 s en., flici:cr-Ortsi.:r. Dresden, 795,5 111 

llu.- llau: Nccl111eyer, t: lic i.:e r-O r tsi.:r . llresdcn , 13 M in. 7 Se k. 
Ha. -S tr . : K. Lippert , flicger-Ortsgr. Dresden, 22 400 111 

Ha.-llau: Lipp111a1111 sen. flici.:cr-Ortsi:r. Dre sden, I S td . 8 Min. 

l(lasse Stabmodelle : (Stick Models) 
llo.-S tr. : H. Mu11dlos , t' l1ei:cr-Ort si.:r . Magdeburi: , 7.lO 111 

llo.- Dau: E. W a nn bier, fliei:cr -Ortsl( r. Mai..'<..lcburi: . I Miu . 57,6 Sek. 
Ha .-Str.: t:. Warmbier, fliegcr-Ortsi.:r. Mai.:1..khuri: . 3900 111 
Ha.-IJa u : r.. Warmbier, flici:cr-Ort>)l;r. Magdeburi: , 25 M iu . 38 Se k .. 

l(lasse Rumpl-Segelmodelle : (Fuselage Gliders) 
Ha .-S tr. : A. l.k ssc r, flicgcr-Ortsi.:r. f)rcsdcr1, J.1500 Ill 

Ha .-1 lau : r.. Bell aire, flic;:cr-Ort>i:r. Ma1111hci111 , 20 Min . J.l ~k. 
llo. -Str.: l'atala'. flici:cr-< lrt,i:r . ()uakc11hriick, J5 UOO 111 
Ho.-llau : H. Kur11111 er, l: lici:cr-llrt ' i:r. IJiibcn, 55 M in. 

Klasse Segclmodclle, schwanzlos: (Tailless Gliders) 
lia. -Str.: A. Hcrr11ra1111, t: li c)(c r-l) r t 'Kr. Nor t.lhau sc n, 2J75 nr 

Bo.- Rise off Ground 
Ha.- Hand Launched 
Ho.- Launched from 

Al t1tude 
Str. Distance 
Dau. Duration 
Wa.- Rise off Water 

GERMAN MAGAZINES 
.FEATURING MODEL NEWS 

11 FLUGSPORT 11 BiWeek. 
Hinderburgplatz 8 
Franki'urt a.M. Ger. 
16 Marks per Year 

lia.-llau : K. Schr11idthcri.:. r·lici:cr-Or tsi.: r . fra11kf11rt a. M., 31 Mrr1. 4 1 Sek 
Ho.-St r.: I"'.. Klo ,e, r ' lici:cr-Ortsi.:r . llrc-.ue11, 8~iUU :n DER DEUTCHE SP ORT

FLIEGER. Monthly 
Leipzig, Germany 
50 Pfennj_g --Issue 

Ho.- !Ja u: r.. Klo , e, fliegcr-Ortsi.:r. llre,ucn , 8 Min. 14 Sek. 
Klassc Rekordmodclle mit abwerfbarem Antrleb: 

Ha .-Str. : I'.. Warr11h ic r , r·l ic)(t:r-Orhi:r. Ma1<<lcburg , 420\J 111. 
li a.-1 lau : r.. Wa rr11bicr, fl ic i:cr-Ortsi:r. Ma)(<lcbur )(, 28 Miu . 

Klasse Rckordmodelle ohne abwerlbaren Antrleb: 
li a.-Str . : I' . Hoffr 11a11 11, flic1<cr-Orlsi:r. Schu11ebeck, 429 m 
Ha.- llau: t:. Warnrhi cr, r' lici.:er-<lrtsi:r. Mai:dcburg, 2 Mi n. 40,5 Sek. 

l(lasse Wassermodelle: tHydroplane) 
Wa .-llau : H. Mu11u lo,, flici:er-Ort ,11: r. Mai:debun:, 53,4 Sek . 

LUFT & KRAFTFAHRT Mon. 
Alta Jakob Strasse 148 
Berlin SW 68, Ger. 
4.40 Marks per Year 

1936 LIST OF AUSTRALIAN RECORDS, as 
Accepted b;t: Aero Club of Australia. Re£• FAI. 

OUTDOOR 

FUSELAGE R.O.G. Archie Brown 12m 4ls 
ti R.O.G. M. Davis 2m 34s 

H.L. s. Wigzell 20m 49s 

WAKEFIELD R.O.G. J. Fullarton 15m 28s 
ti R. o .w. G. Hopkins lm 46s 

STICK R. O.G. J. Finneran 4m OOs 
11 R.o.w. A. Robson 4m 37s 

H.L. Archie Brown 13m Ols 

SCALE R.O.G. J. Fullarton lm 07s 
" R. o .w. c. Tuxford lm 27s 
" H.L. J. c. Luke lm 39s 

GLIDERS Tow Line H. E. Hervey 6m 00s 

INDOOR = 
STICK H.L. J. Jago 7m 45s 
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SOCIETY OF MODEL 
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS 

tThe Bod y ~overn i ng Mo de l Aeronautic. in G reat Britain, 
b14.ogreeme nt with tl~e Roya l Aero C lub.I 

OFFICIAL LIST OF BRITISH RECO~, October 12, 1936 

FUSELAGE MACHINES 

Tiising off Ground 
Rising off Wat er 
Hand Launched 

SPEED (R.O.G.) 

BIPLANE (H . L.) 
11 ( H. O. G. ) 

PETROL ( R.O.G.) 

COMP. (Fusel a~e R. O.G .) 
AIR (St ick R.O.G.) 

SCALE ( H. L.) 

AUTO- (H. L.) 
· GYRO (H. O.G.) 

FARMAN TYPE (H. L.) 

TAILLESS (H. L.) 

ORMITHOPTEH (H. L.) 

GLIDER (H. L.) 

G. M. Merrifield 
G. J. Liggett 
A. D. Paine 

C. IL Debenham 

H. E . White 
S. R. Crow 

C. E. Bowden 

D. A. P1wely 
D. A. Pavely 

H. L. Henery 

S. H. Crow 
S. R. Crow 

c. A. Ri ppon 

F. B. Baggs 

J. C. Smith 

W. E. Evans 

BRITISH MODEL AEROPLANE MAGAZINES 

The AERO MODELLER 

9m 50. 0s 
2m 33.Bs 

23m 10.0 a 

33.25 m.p.h. 

l m 33.0s 
lm 32.ls 

12m 48.0s 

lm 46. 0a 
lm lO~Os 

29.0a 

49.4s 
29.3s 

51.0s 

lm 30.0s 

16.?s 

3m 10.0s 

24-26 Dean St. Fetter Lane 
London, E.C.4, England 
6d per Issue--7/6 Yearly 

The MODEL AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTOR 
129 South East Wing 
Bush Rouse,· King sway 

(Both are monthlies) 
London, W.C.2, England 
6d per Issue-- / Yearly 

OFFICIAL LIST OF BELGIUM REC ORDS, August, 1936 

Rubber Powered 
Gliders 

Aviation magazine 
featuring model 
airplane news 

M. Alfred Van Wymersch 
M. Andre Cartigney 

2m 35s 
2m 0 2.9s 

L'Aviation Belge, Weekly 
18, Place De La Vaillance 
Anderlecht,Bruxelles,Bel. 
3ub. 75 Francs per Year 



MODEL AIRCRAFT LEAGUE OF CANADA 

Mr. Frank Zaic 
83 East 10th S t. 
New York, N. Y. 

Dear Franks-

Juniar Branch, Aviation League of C anada 

309 journal Bldg. 

OTTAWA, Ont ., Canada 

October 14, 1936 

During the 1936 Nationals at Detroit, you obserT
ed somewhat p ensively that "our greatest fault in this game is 
that we take ourselves too seriously". Ira Hassad even went so 
far as to suggest that we "put an end to Percy Pierce, or who
e ver started this thing called model aviation". Both thoughts 
are, perhaps, worthy of consideration (or are they?i, but I 
won't commit myself beyond advising that we all do what we can 
to make the best o! what appears to be ~n unhappy inTolvement 
(oriait ? ). 

Model builders are, of course, an unusual •rowd -
a uni que brotherhood of ~iverse individuals. How, !or instance, 
would you reply to one who in all apparent seriousness asks 
you, " What is the difference between an air screw .and a tail 
s p in? ", or, more distracting yet, "I am making a microfilm pro
peller and intend covering both sides of the blades; is it okay 
to use wax paper to keep the two surfaces from sticking to
g ether?" Do you wonder that my opinion is divided as•to whether 
I should agree with the statement you made at Detroit? At any 
rate, in accepting your invitation to write some notes on Can
adian Progrees for your Tear Book, I would ask your pardon if 
what I say a p pears to be of more serious nature than it might 
have been. 

The ye~r 1936 has been one of marked progress, 
both nationally and internationally, in the world of model av
iatio n . A turning point has been reached in two distinct re
spects: firstly, governing bodies in the various countries have 
become aware of the necessity o! mutual co-operation with the 
object of standardizing contest rules and procedure, which will 
probably result in the formation of an organization composed of 
re p resentatives fro m each nation; secondly, after it has become 
increasingly evident that a major revision of rules is neces
sary, particularly with regard to eliminating the element of 
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luck from outdoor c owp etition, defi ni te steps in t hat dir e ction 
now seem assuTed. Our personal preferenc€ in th e latter would 
be, in short, a wei ght ruling of on e ounce per 25 s quare i nc he s 
of wing area, wit h th e average time of three fli gh ts to be 
counted in all events, both indoor an d ou tdo or. 

A co mp ariso n of the la t est Canadian re co rds with 
last year's will s e rve as an indica ti on of the extent to which 
model aircraft activ i t y has adva nced in this country dur ing the 
past year. The first list of Ca nadi an records was p re pa red just 
two years ago, an d of t hos e appea ring on the present list, all 
but three were establ i s h e d in t he c ou rs e of the pa st twelve 
months - fourteen of t hee in t he 1936 Canadi an National Co n test. 
All were, of course, made in this c ount ry, wh ere aver ag e weath
er conditions are notably poor, co~pa red with those generally 
encou ntered by co n testa n t s in United St~tes meets. 

The hig h li gh t of t h e year 's activity was t he Nation
al Contest, held at ~or on to, On tari o, from August 31st to Sept 
ember 2nd, under t h e joint aus pi ces of the Model Aircraft Lea gue 
of Canada and the Can adian National Exhibi tion. This wa s tbe Do 
minion's sixth an nual con t e st, p rev io us on e s havin g bee n held at 
Ottawa (1 9 30 and 1 931), Winnipe g (1 93 2), and Toronto (1 934 and 
1935). The nu mber of par tic ipan ts t h i s year wa s t he la rgest e ver, 
with 160 entries in all beiµg re c orded, and mor e out-o f -town 
contestan~s to ok part than ever before. Bru no Marchi, Joe Matu
lis, and J i mm ie Bohash ma de up a st rong g rou p of invaders, thP 
first two each leaving a pai r of ne w records f or t h e bo o ks. 

Probably t he most u nusual f ea tu re of th e contest wa s 
the fine weat h er which prevailed on the da y o f the outdoor c on
test. After so many years of wi ndy we at h er at t he Nat iona ls, the 
lie;ht breeze and mult i tude of t h e r :.: als ca .1 e as an u nex pected and 
plea s ant sur p ris e t o ~o st of the contestants. The mo st ke enly 
contested ev e nt proved to be, as might be exp e c ted, th e ~ake

field. This event is held annually u nder rules si ~ ilar to th o s e 
of th e I n ternational Con test, wi t h the Canadian Wa kefi el d Trophy 
going to each year's wi nner. Pau l Verd ie r, o f Ottaw a , Onta r i o, 
plac ed fir st wit h an av erag e ti me of 4 minutes 53 se con d s for 
three flights, his last att e mp t being a n out-o f -si ght fl ight o f 
11 minutes 13 seco nd s. The fact t hat so many mod els flew out of 
sight substanti a tes the wi dely felt belief t hat th e p r e s 9 n t min
imum wing loading is i nadequ a te. If a he avier wing loadi ng we r e 
coupled with an averag e time ruling, it see ffi s to me that s kill 
would re place _th e ele :~ e nt of luck , which is s o undesi r ab le, in 
outdoor co mpetition. 

The re is n ' t muc h more t o be s a i d on Ca nadian Pr o 
g ress, Frank. Our b e st su ggesti on i s t hat you and ot h er builders 
fro m other countries s ~ e things at f irst h and by p a rt i ci p a t ing 
in the 1 9 37 Canadia n .-:a t i ona l Co n te st . Conv ers e l y , we hope our 
fellows will b e very much in ev i dence at fo rei gn meet s next ye ar. 

Yo u rs sincerel y i 

fLuu/~<44 
I ! at i on a 1 ;::; e c r e t ar 'J 
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MODEL AIRCRAFT LEAGUE OF CANADA 
Jut1ior Branch, Aviati0t1 League of Canada 

OFFICIAL CANADIAN MODEL AIRCRAFT RECORDS 
Adopted by the Model Aircraft Leacue of Canada, October l, 1936 

INDOOR 

BABY R.O.G. (30 sq. in. or under) 
Junior: Don Mcintyre 
Senior: Ernest Houslander 
Adult : Melvin Bardsley 

STICK H.L. (30-150 sq. in.) 

Guelph, Ont. 
Ha.mil ton, Ont. 
St. Catherines, Ont. 

Junior: Bert Norman Vancouver, B. C. 
Senior: Fred Hollingsworth Vancouver, B. C. 
Adult : Joseph P. Matulis Jr. Chicago, Ill. 

FUSELAGE R.O.G. (30-150 sq. in.) 
Junior: Clarence Dunn Hamilton, Ont. 
Senior: James J. Haffey Toronto, Ont. 
Adult : Joseph P. Matulis Jr. Chicago, Ill. 

FLYING SEMI-SCALE R.O.G. 
Junior: Clarence Dunn 
Senior: Paul Verdier 
Adult : Albert Levy 

GLIDER H.L. (30-100 sq. in.) 
Junior: Bob McLellan 
Senior: Ernest Barrie 

STICK H. L. ( 100-200 sq. in.) 
Junior: Leonard Fisher 
Senior: George Lord 
Adult James M. Jensen 

Hamilton, Ont. 
Ottawa, Ont. 
Toronto, Ont. 

Vancouver, B. C. 
Galt, Ont. 

OUTDOOR 

Winnipeg, Man. 
Winni peg, Man. 
Unity, Sask. 

7m 05s 
Sm 34s 
6m 47s 

lOm 15s' 
llm 59s 
12m 29s 

7m 07s 
9m 59s 
Bm 55s 

2m 29s 
4m 58s 
4m 14s 

2ls 
33s 

4m 13s 
15m OOs 

4m 10s 

WAKEFIELD R.O.G (190-200 sq. in. -- Average of 3 flights) 
Junior: Clarence Dunn 
Senior: Paul Verdier 
Adult : Bruno Marchi 

GASOLINE ENGI~E R. O.G. 
Senior: Tom Smith 
Adult : Bruno Marchi 

Aviation Magazine 
Featuring Model 
Aeroplane News 

Hamilton, Ont. 2m 
Ottawa, Ont. 4m 
Medford, Mass. 3m 

Winnipeg, Man. l3m 
~edford, Mas s . 7m 

CANADIAN AVIATION 
309 Journal Bldg. 
Ottawa, Ont., Canada 
25i per issue, $2.00 Yr. 
~.s. $2.50, Foreign $3.00 

15s 
43s 
09s 

44s 
45s 
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